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F'[<tFIICE 

vie havo o,-o<)(ily divided nlls pr-oject alonD the follol"lng 

lines. 

Our principal aim i e '~o achieve proficiency in dealing 

with thc basic Ingredients th8t mal<e up a gauge theory. We 

start by retraclng~he origin of the g811ge idea leadlllg upto 

the revival of giHlgo theories in the lilst few decade". \'Ie then 

discuss the weak Interaction phenomenology (IVB theory) and 

th is comb i ned "lith (1 I ectromagnen Sill (QED) y,1t i eh is \,Ie I I kno\,1n 

to be il gauge theor'y leads one to rhe e leett'o'lleak theor'y of 

\'Iei nb,jrg, Salam and Gla5hOl" - the so called GSW model. This 

development constitutes the lal'ge5t part of our studies. 

HOI-lever, gauge tileories have rimv advanced far beyond the 

eleci'r-o'llea/\ 8r-oo VJe, next" study thesG developments loading 

US to tl)8 gauge the()ry of s'~rong ini-eractions - quantum chro-· 

modynamies (QCD) and subsequently to the grand unified theories 

We eQuid not afford to stUdy these developments in the 

same delal as the GSW theory giverl the limited scope of this 

p t~ojecr. 

GUTs have implications on c0510010gy. Using some relevant 

informai-ion from cosmology an analysis of t)eutl~1no masses is 

presented I n the 1 ast ehapi'er'. 

The concillding remarks are devoted to recording the future 

di rections suggested by otir prese~i' effort. 



p, foVi appendl ces a,'e Inc luded -j-o standardi ze ou," nota-· 

tions and conventions, to t'ecord ·~he barest essentials of the 

group theory we [wed and to cl I scuss the rather unfami liar 

concept of Dirac and MaJorana ,nasses. 

\'Ie have 'rr-ied i-a pf'esont a comprehensive I ist of refer-

ences. It includes those we have exploited directly and tllose 

which contain additional ma-terial. Inspite of the vastness 

of ihe lis-t- it ,las imposslblG 1-0 do justicetoall. 
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ABSTRACT 

UNIFIED THEORIES AND FAMILY PROBLEMS 

IN PARTICLE PHYSICS 

by 

Misganaw Getaneh 

The vlork discusses the basic "techniques of gauge theories. 

The problem of neutrino masses is examined and the limitations 

it imposes on i"he allowed numbel's of lepton and quark families 

Is analyzed. Ii" Is argued thai" several existing models of 

unified theories may not be r'ealistlc at all. 



CHAPTER I 

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

I.~ 

Gauge theories represent perhaps the most significant 

development In physics of this century. Man's age old dream 

of unifying the fundamental forces of nature now seems a 

tangible reality. We believe that electromagnetism and weak 

nuclear forces have now been successfully unified. This re

markable success of the Glashow-Salam-Welnberg (GSWI theoryl 

and the leasons It has taught us encourages us to think that 

all the fundamental forces of nature may be unified Into a 

single gauge theory. It Is worth noting that the potential 

areas of appl icatlon of gauge theories encompass several other 

branches of physlcs 2 and even pure mathematlcs 3 • This, then, 

Is a very general area of study not confined merely to element-

ary pa~tlcle physics. 

We begin wjth a historical survey of the sUbJect. This 

would be very Illuminating and exciting and \'lOuld give us a 

lot of Insight Into the working of gauge theories which are 
4 often masked In the complexity of mathematical equations 

Gauge Invarlance Is an old Idea first proposed by Hermann 

~Ieylln 1919 5 . It Is a classic example of a good Idea presented 

prematurely. Weyl's Interpretation of It was easy to discredit 

In the absence of quantum mechanics, but fortunately being a 

known symmetry of Maxwell's equations It continued to be 



accepted as an accidental symmetry of"electromagnetlsm. 

The early hi5tOl'y can be divided into the pr'e 1950 era and 

the post 1950 al'a, \'Ie ',hall fir'st explor'e the question as '1"0 

what motivated Weyl to propose the Idea whose mathematical form 

survives as such ti I I today and how Weyl himself was responsible 

6 for the rebirth of his idea with the help of quantum mechanics. 

I'/e shall then corne to the nel'! er'B beginning with the work of 

Yang and Mi IIs7 to eX'rend gauge theory to s"rrong interacl'io~s, 

IVe I'li II find that many I de as of ~Ieyl l'ler'e rediscovered and 

incorporated In the modern theory. 

2. The Eln~tein Connection 

By 1919 the 'rheory of relatiVity, both special and genenl, 

were on a sound footing. They told us that there are no absolut~ 

frames of reference in the universe. 

In special relativity Vie introduce the equivalence of Iner .. 

tlal I'eference frames (say Sand S'> which move uniformly with 

respeci" to each other', In genet"al relativity we have to Iwrry 

about the gravi-rai'ional field while conSidering relative motion. 

\'/e learn -I"ha'r in a freely falling eleva'for we can forget about 

the gravitational field if it is uniform. But gravitational 

fields vary I'!ith distance. The Lorentz transformation or 

rather the Lorentz symmetry group of special relativity Is an 

The Lorentz transformations 

between Sand S' are the same as long as their relative velocity 

is the same. But the falling elevator in the general theory 

defines a reference frame I'lithin an infinitesimal region over 

2 



which the gravitational field can be assumed to be constant. 

Thus the reference frame can bE' <iEdlno'cI .LC:<:.i'lLly ., at a single 

point In a gr·avltatlonal field, Obser'vers located at di fferent 

paints In the field are not inertial and hence not related by 

Just a Lorentz transformation. 

How do we relate them? Einstein told us that to relate 

these non-Inertial observers we need ~ con~6ttion. Consider, 

as an example, a four vector A . 
)J 

(See Appendix A for notations 

and conventions). Let A Change by an amount dA as seen by an 
p p 

observer at x (in S) whIle another' observer at xr (in S') notes 

a change dA'. Special relativity tells us that 
II 

dA' 
\I (( . I ) 

expressing the I inearlty ~f the Lorentz transformation between 

x and x'. In general relativity we have, 

a·x lr \1 
dA' u dA + A d(~) v ax/>' Il Il ax'v 

axil 
dA A 

a2xP 
dx JA = + 

ax'v Ir \J V A ax' ax· 1 

(f .2) 

Non-Ilnear'tenns like the second teno in He last equation are 

fami liar to us wh lie dea ling wi th curvll I near coordl nate 

systems. A little consideration would show that such terms can 

be interpreted as a kind of co-efficient which arises from 

curvilinear rather than linear transforrnanon between x and x'. 

These curvi linear co-offlclents ar'e denoted by the special 

symbo I, 

( I • 3 ) 

3 



and are called H18 components of a "connection" or affine 

connectiollS or Cllrlstoffel 8 
symbols fhe value of the connec-

tlons ~t each spacetime point Is dependent on the properties 

of the gravitational field, The analogy with curvilinear 

coord I nate systems f I na I I Y I eel [i ns-re I n to 

Ing gravity by the curva-rure of space-time 

the Idea of replac-

9 
in general relai'lvl-ry • 

Let us briefly recapltulai'e what we have learn-r: 

Only local coordinates can be defined In a graVitational 

field due i'o Its pnysical behaviour. This leads naturally to 

the idea of a connection between local coordinate systems. 

Special r'elativlty Is a global theory \'Ihlle general relativity 

Is a local one. The local property Is the key to l'leyl's theory. 

3. 

\'ley I r'aised the follOWing ques'rion; If gravltatio.nal force 

can be accounted for as a connection giving the relative orlenta-

tion behleen local fl'ames in space-time, lOay be the same can be 

done with electromagnetism (the only other then known forc~). 

Generalizing the concept 'rha'r all physical measul'ements are 

relative he proposed that the norm of a physical vector should 

also depend on its location in space-time. A new connection 

would be needed to relate the scales of measurements at dlffer-

ent positions. This idea became known as scale or gauge Invari-

ance. Weyl was emphasizing the local property of a gauge theory. 

The Idea of locality was -ro achievo supreme importance as \'Ie 

sha I I see, determl n I ng -rhE) genGra I s-rr-uc:ture as l'Ie II as many 

detailed properties of gauge theories. 



Cons I de r a veci'ol' at x 1'/ ii-h norm J (x). I f 1'10 S h I ft 1-h e 

vector j'o x,,'dx, ii's norm, corTee/" 1'0 first ol'der is 

f(xqjx) -, f(X):'d f dxl' 
)1 

( I • 4 ) 

I'Ili'h a ~_.il~. \'Ie in-rroduce a gauge change through a multipllca
II axIl 

1'lve scale faci'or S(x). We can visualize this as the chango In 

the size of a meter s-l-icl<. Sei' S(x) " I at x. Then, 

S(x+dx) N I • a S dxll 
)1 

Thus the norm of the veci'or at x+dx is 

( ! . 5 )." 

( I .6) 

and for the special caSe of a cons-l-ant vector i'he norm changes 

by an amoun-r 

ill fl " (3' +3 SH-dx 11 • (1.7). 
11 )l 

The derivative 3 S Is the neVI milthomai'lcal "connection" assocl-
11 

ated with the gauge change. Weyl set A ~ 3 S. This looks 
IJ IJ 

reasonable, for a second gauge change connected with a scale 

factor A Implies, 

a S --> a S+ a A 
II 1I)l 

: U .8i 

or ( I • 9 ) • 

Thus Weyl's assertion was compai'ible with electromagnetism. 

Unfori'unai'ely his Idea of scale invariance ran into i'rouble 

wli'h quantum mechanics. Quantum mechanics i'ells us that the 

compi'on wavelengi'h 1 of a pari'icle is relai'ed to Its mass m by 

1,.;.1 and associates a nai'ural scale with it. But m does not m 

5 



depend on posl"tlon and henCe the same ~Ith 1. Weyl IS propost-

tlon fal lod. But:the I deB of loca I gauge I nVarl ance I uck I Iy 

remained because Maxwel I IS equations ~ad this InVarlance. 

A very important clue to the meaning of gauge Invarlance 

came from classical mechanics. \'Ie can get the Maxwell IS equa-

tions and the equations of motion for charged particles from 

a single physical principle - the principle of least action 10. 

All we need is to replace i"he four momentum P).l by P).l - IlA]1 • 

We then construct the Lagrangian density, 

I (p _e.A)2 
2m).l ).I 

([.10) 

whe re, F a3A -3A 
).IV V).l ).I v ( I • I I ) • 

Hamilton's principle tells LIS that we get the desired 

result by minimizing the action, 

s = IUq,t)dt ( I • I 2 ) 

i ,e. to say that the system folloVl5 the path for which S is a 

minimum. The use of the above path integral Is now familiar In 

quantum mechanics ll • The minimum of the action Is found by 

varying the generalized coordinates q and velocItIes dq/dt and 

setting the variation as • 0. We get the equatIons of motions 

as 
(1.13) 

where the coordinate qp Is noVi defined to be a four vector. If 

q Is Identified Vlith spatial coordinates Vie get the Lorentz 
).I 
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force equation and I f we 50j' q "A 11e recover Maxwell's 
II 11 

equations. ThUS, in 'l'he Hamil'l'onian tonnallsm the potential 

acquires an added significance in that It is now an Integral 

part of the canonical momen'l'um and a general ized coordinate 

in the Euler-Lagrange equations. These facts were crucial to 

the rebirth of gauge Invarlance. 

5. Quantulfi MeChanics and Gauge Theory 
, --~~--------------

Though Initially quantum mechanics seemed to Invalidate 

\'iey I' s Idea, he and other's soon rea I i'zed that gauge theory 

could be given a new meaning. The Schroedinger equation of 

a charged particle in an electromagnetic field is easi Iy seen 

to be I nvarl ant under the fami liar gauge tr'ansformatlon 

A • .:.-> A ,- a A (x ) 
II P II 

( I • I 4 ) 

" 

provided the Wave function undergoes the perfectly permissible 

change, 

( I • I 5 ) 

The phase of the Wave function satisfies the requirement of a 

nel/local variable. The phase is noj' Involved in the measure-

ment of a space-tl me quanti ty like the length of a vector and 

thus the previous objection to the Weyl theory no longer 

applies. A different choice of phase at each point in space 

can then be accommodated easily by Inter'pretlng A as a connec-
, II 

tlon relating phases at different points. Gaugelnvarlancenol'l 

be'comas aninVarlan'ce 'under chal)lL~ ofph'a~e. The 'arb I frar i ness 

.':'L.J:he_R£fef!tiil.l2~()w ~t'LCl.!!~lc,-",:,~.:>--.Jn'f6 _'fh...~,_LLeed0E.:i0fchoos I ng 

I'll a ph a, sa 0 fa wavef .unc'f J __ ()n I oC':lJ~JL,!./l:t:l1.()_l!L_a fie d i~!!. 

equaflo~.-£fm'6tlon..'. Gaugo invarlance Vias thus rediscovered. 

7 



6. 12 Aharanov-Bohm Effect -

Our brief excursion into the history of gauge theories 

wi II be Incomplete without a men'tlon of 'I-he Aha'ranov.-Bohm Effect. 

Thl ri'y years aftel' I'ley I 's I'edl scovery of gauge I nvarl ance 

Aharanov and Bohm showed that A can produce observable effects 
~ 

and in fact In quantum mechanics A Is more fundamental than the 
)I 

electric and magnetic fields l3 

14 man on this Is Illuminating. 

The fol lowing comment by Feyn-

It is Interesting 'that something I Ike this 
should be around for thirty years, but because 
of certain prejudices of what Is and is not, 
significant, continues to be ignored. 

The Aharanov-Bohm effeci' contradiCted -the accepted notion 

that only electric and magnetic fields can produce observ~blB 

We have thus corne to realize that electroloagnetic theory 

could be intol-pl-eted as a local gauge theory In quantum rnecha-

nics. In analogy with l'leyl's original theol-y, the phase of a 

,particle wave function can be Identified as a new physical 

degree of freedom which is dependent on the space-time position. 

The phase value can be al-bitrari Iy altered. This implies a 

connection between phase values at nearby polni's. The poten-, 

tlal A provides this connection. The Aharanov-Bohm effect 
~ 

demonstrates the intimate relationship between A and the phase 
~ 

change. Interpreting the phase as a local v8riable instead of 

8 



the norm of a vector electro,nagnetism can be Interpreted as a 

local flauge -rheo,'y as i'leyl had ellvisionod. 

Lei- us also no-re i-hat i-he set of all gauge transfo,'ma-tions 

form a U(I) group. This does not arise from any form of 

coordinate transformation like i-he more familiar spln-rota-rlon 

g,'oup SU(2) or fhe Lorentz group. Thus one had lost the ori gl n

al interpretation proposed by Weyl of a new space-time symmetry. 

Even with the Aharanov-Bohm effect becoming known gauge trans-

formations seemed more like a property of quantum mechanics 

rather than of electromagnetism. For these reasons local gauge 

invariance could no-r still be recognized as a fundamental prin-

ciple of physics even aner it~ re_~_ls:.£2~~ Further, Max\1ell's 

equations, came first and gauge invarlance later and it thus 

played no role In defining the dynamIcal content of electro-

magne-rism, unlike the case of general relatiVity. 

Attitudes changed after the 1950's as 'de shal I see In the 

comIng sections. 

Two developments Were crucial. The first was YukawJs 

suggestion
l5 

(with an eye on the photon being a mediator of the 

long range e I ec-rromagnet i c forces) thai- exchange of "mass i ve 

photons"·· i-he IT-mesons wer'e ,'esponslble for' nuclear forces. 

Three suitable v-mesons were subsequently discovered. 

- 15 ' 
The second was HeIsenberg's suggestion that the charge 

independence of nuclear forces implied the existence of an 

9 



abstract symmetry group SU(~). Stron6 interactions were SU(Z) 

V/o k n 0 \'I no \'I t hat '1 Ii 0 n u c leo nsf 0 nn ado ubi e'j 0 f 

SU(2) and the pions a triplet. Thus nions wero bo·th carriers ._ .. __ ~ _____ ~J:;: __ . _______ . ___ ._ •. ,,+ ___ ~ ______ ~_~ ___ ~~ ___ • 

But, sti II, ·the oxchange of 'a-mosons does not lead to a 

gauge theory of strong interactions for the SU(Z) group we 

mentioned vias introduced as a global symmetr'y. Plans \'Iere stili 

not the same vis'"a-vls strong inter'actlons as phOions wor'e 

vis-a-vis electromagnetism. Isospln wns an Internal quantum 

number independerlt of space-time position. So there was no 

need for a connection or an isospin potential field whose quan-

tum could be identified with the pion. Gauge theories of pion 

16 Gxchange were constructed but were unsuccessful. Insplte of 

these difficulties the advent of isospin heralded a new era 

which was to lead one to modern gauge theories. 

In 1954 Yang and Mi II s set out to descri be s'trong inter'" 

actions as a gauge invariant field theory. Their gaugo group 

was the Isospin group SU(Z) - the only candidate they could 

think of. This Idea puts our definition of a particle in 

jeopardy. Assume for a moment that electromagnetism Is switched 

off ahd Vie torgwt about the sma I I mass difference between the 

neutron and the proton. The proton and neutron become totally 

indistinguishable. let us label the proton as the "up" state 
\ 

of the nucleon and the neutron as the "down" state. SU(Z) being 

10 



an exact gauge symmetry the up state at one location may be tl,e 

down state at dnothel'. Loed I 5yrnmott~y I eaves us free to choose 

the up and the down states a1 eacll poin-t ! ndopsl,dent I y! 

Having made the choice at one location we need a rule to 

compare it with the choice at another. Wayl told us that we 

need a connection for this. Accordingly Yang and I~i lis proposed 

a nevi isospin potential field. SU(2) Is a non"Abelian group 

unl ike the simple U{I) of electromagnetism where the potential 

A provides a connection between phase values of • at different 
\I 

locations. Here the phase has to be replaced by a more compli-

cated local variable specifying the direction of the Isospin 

(details in subsequent chapters). Qualitatively, the connection 

arises as follows. SU(2) Is also the group of rotations in a 

3-dimensional space. Visualize the "up" component of isospin 

as a vector in an abstract "isospin space". To relate the "up" 

states at x, and y we ask how much i-he "up" state at x must be 

rotated so as -1'0 be In the same direction as the "up" s'I'a're at 

y. The connection must act like a rota'l-ion in Isospin space. 

The connection thus performs the same job as the SU(2) group 

transformations themselves. Thus the isospin connection and 

hence the potential acts like the symmetry group Itself. This 

concept is atfhe head of a...J@!:l.2.".....:the0!Y~_lJ~~ho\'l~ t~ 

EX mme t rLgro LU?.c.~~s ___ ~!_I~to_jJl~_...2.Y_~ani 1 ~:::_..S'i..-.:':h e:",~.!.. n tr:I:ac!)o~, 

bet~"..~n particles and_.i..!..?:.J"'<!~ Remember also that the amount 

of phase change must be proportional to the potential to ensure 

that the particle wave aquation is gaupe invariant. Thus -the 

most general form of the potential can be seen to be, 

I I 



CI. 16) 

tOI'S of SU(2). (For eleci-r-omagnetlsm Ti is Just a multiple of 

the unit matrix). A Is thus a field in space-time and an 
)1 

operator In the isospln space. It carr'l es i nterna I quan-rum 

n umbe rs. The potenti al must have j'11ree charge componen'l-s corres-

pondlng to the three angular momentum-like operators T • T and .... ... 
T3 · The component T.(T_) can change a neu'ilOn( i)I'ctoh) into a 

proi'on (neutron). The Yang··Mi lis field must 'rhus can'y charge 

unlike the photon and the Yang-Mills field can Interaci' with 

Itself unlike the photon. But like the photon He Yang~'Mi lis 

field must remain massless, for a mass term in the Lagrangian 

has the form m
2

A AP and breaks gauge invarlance. Our trouhles 
P 

continue. Such a field exhibits long range behaviour and cannot 

reproduce the short range nature of the strong force. The story 

of the revival of the Yang"~1i lis theories camo through develop" 

ments In seemingly unrelated areas and wOllld be taken up in 

detail in the rest of i'he work. All the same the seeds of the 

modern gauge theories ~ere, already sown. The SU(2) gauge trans-

formations could not be considered merely as a phase change. 

\ve have learnt that local gauge symrnetr'y \'las a powel'ful prlncl-

pie that could provide insight into the neWly discovered intar-

nal quantum numbers like isospin. Isospin was not merely a 

label for the charge states of particles but it \'las crucially 

Involved in determining the fundamental form of the interaction. 

12 



Yang,·Mllls theor-y revived i'he id'la i-ha-J- elemen-ra,'y parti-

clos miqht have nel'l degr'e0s of freedom in some "internal" 

space, By showing how these in-J-ernal degrees of freedom could 

b~ unified in a nontrivial way with -J-he dynamical motion In 

space-time a new type of geometry was discovered In physics. 

Unfo,-tunately, we shal I not discuss this point any fur-J-her here. 4 

In summary we have gone -J-hrough roughly four decades of 

hls-J-ory of the subject during which gauge Invariance evolved 

from an acci dental symmo';TY of Maxl-lell's equations '1'0 a basic 

principle governing the fundamental forces of nature. 

\'Ie sha II persue the gauge idea in the coml ng chapters. 

To this end we now turn to weak interactions. 

13 



CHAPTER 2 

WEAK INTERACTIONS 

ile knol'l that I'leak ini'eractions al'e Vie I I descr'lbed by the 

V-A theory 17,18,19 ~'Ihich represents a coni'act ini'eractlon. How,. 

ever, I'le nOI'1 believe "I-hat all Interactions are mediai"ed by sult-

able bosonic quanta. Hence \'Ie shall consider here the modern 

version of the 'f'heory I<nOI'l1 as the I VB i heol'y20 

Consistency \'11th experimental results suggests that the 

lepton fields enter the weak interaction Lagrangian in the 

JC 
following combination'. 

,. 
J c, E!<y (I-Yr-)\lo 

a 9- 0; ;J '" 
(2. I ) 

(2.2) 

where Jan'" ,;t a"J tl10 lepi'onic currents and!< and \loal'e the 
(J. (" x-

quani'lzed fields of lept')"s"lnr nrh'lnos respectively. 

In analogy wli'h the e!ectromagnetlc Interaction Which is 

transmli"'ted by pheto',s we assume -;-~:':".c<.. " •• 1, Interactions are 

i-ransmitted by quan;'a called \'1 bosons. The QED In'feraction 

Lagrangian denSity 

(2. 3 ) 

'then suggests th:]"r the leptonic intel'ac'~ions of the IVB 'theory 

be taken as 

14 



(2. 4 ) 

\'IhOi~n ~-h( is d dilfluflsionlo~~:; coupling constant anC11ogoLJ~~ to 8 
" 

In QED and W ~re the fields that describe the W particles as 
c/. 

A describes ·the photons In QED. 
" 

Assuming that the neutrillOS IIHve zero mass the operator 

(2. 5 ) 

can annihilate only nogai-Ive helicity neutrinos and creates 

positive helicity antineutrinos since "Q. is linear in neutrino 

absorption and antlneutrino creation operators. 

rle can also write an equation similar to.equatlon (-2.5)for high 

energy leptons (1119, = 0 effectively) 

(2. 6 ) 

Equation (2.1) can nO\; be recast 'ro read, 

- L L 
J ~2)~9.yCl.". 

" 9. " 

(2.7) 

The Feynman rules for the IVB theory can be worked out In 

analogy with QED20. out to be 

(2.8) 

r· I 2 2 I Del fl (., ) 
·or K «rn Vl' F "l rn \,1 constant (2.9) 

This enables one to recover i'he contact Y-A interaction 

In the above limit. Examples of pr'ocesses describable by 101"1-

.. 
est order I·Y_B the.ory are indicated In (Fig. 2.1) and (fig 2.2). 

I 5 



fully accounts for' many but fal Is to desct'lbe some pet'fectly 

a I lowed p r'ocesses like 

v + e .~.-.> \i t e 
P J1 (2.10) 

\'Ii'l-h the In'rer'actlon (2.4) the Feynman diagram for process 

(2.10) is ShOI'in in(Fig.2.3) a'I' the end of Chapter 2. 
Thus \'Ie 

see thut process (2.10) necessari Iy involves 'rhe exchange of 

'1'1'10 \'1 bosons. 

On the other hand processes: II ke 

V +0 --....-.p,) +e 
e e (2 • I I ) 

take place through an exchange of only one W boson. The Feyn-

-man diagram for process (2.11) is shown in (Fig. 2.4). 

section for (2.10) to be smaller than that of (2.11). But i'he 

loop integrals to which the Feynman graphs in (Fig. 2.3) give 

rise are divergent and the IVB theory is not renormalizable. 

The IVB theory thus allOl'ls one 1'0 caleulat'e only those processes 

lihich do not involve loop integrals in the 10I'les'/' or'der of per .. 

turbation theory. 

The experimentally measured c,'oss··sections for process 

(2.10) are comparable to that of process (2.11). Vie noi'ice that 

process (2.10) cannoi- take p lace through one \'/ boson exchange 

without violation of the 181'1 of conservation of lepton numbot,. 

This suggests the existence of an uncharged boson, the Zo vector 

16 



!Joson, "Ihleh Is absen~i~ in 1'ho Ive theory, under i"ho exchange 

of one o-f 'dhich prOCH:',~, (),;O) Cd!1 :-aku pl~ce and v/hich saves, 

ofCQu(,S(:3, lepion nurnbor con~~Grvai-ion 1('1\'/0 This requireS D modl-

fieation of 'iho IVfJ ini~eracrion( 2.4) by adding to ii" 'i-(Jrms 

which allow "rhs\) ---·e ~)cutt(}rin~l to OCC1JI~ i')S a one boson oxchange 
!J 

P 1"0 Ce s s . The see x t r il r c n,1S I 'Li d -r 0 !: e y n IlW n d I a~) T' a m s I ike t h a j" 

sho\'/n in FiC). ?5), 

Tho currollt,_-. JnvolvinD i-he DxchDll£lG of a neutral V(7ctor 

boson ZO are called neutl"al currents unlll,e the charged currents 

.J and J'l' wh I ch i ilvol vo ti,e exc!wl1g8 of" a charged vector boson 
Ct (j, 

vi. 

The Attempt to incorporate such 3 nautral currant term even-

tually bt"icgs LIS 10 the oloctro\'leal, ~l~heol"y as \'18 shall seo in 

tho later chaptere;, 

Another di fflculty connected with the non-renormal izabl lity 

of the IVB ~I~hnory I,~ ';lOdh no'ling. Even -i~he 101'Iest order cal-

culatlons soem to run into trouble \'lith tile unitarlty of tho 

2 
9 r'o\;s as E I'lhe re E 

Is the to't~al center of mass enel"gy. lhis cross··section can 

gr'o\'l arbiiT"rily l11(ge I'lhen E is sevel-al hundl'ed GEV and would 

uli'ima-rely vio!ateril8 maximum v'lll1c' allowed by ol"dinar'y quan-

tum mechanics \'Ihich is knO\'lB as the unit'lri,ty limit. 

A furtl,at' difficulty ari585 In desCI"ibing simple processes 

like rr ---> )l • \>\'1;11 eh are ous i Iy riescl"1 bed by the contact V-A 

~o fe\'l particles to permit a W boson 

eXC~lan9G mechanism. no ',n see a pOinter here 



towards the cumposlte strllctU(e of the ~ion. This difficulty 

In tho next chapter we turn to ·the Simplest gauge theory _ 

electl"·ornagnoiisflI. \'Ie shall then see that difficulties of the 

IVB -rheol-y ar-e point-ing '!'OI"Ull-ds a gauge -I-heor'y of descriptIon of 

tllS w8al< inter-actions. 
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cha,~acterisi'ics of a gdltgC theory. 

Lagrangian dellsi'~y of a massive ferln10n field: 

(3. I ) 

Let U bu a one par-arnei-er' unitary tr"oflSfOrrn2dion defined as 

., I A 
e A rca I (3.2) 

These transformations f 0 Iff) dn /l,beliull gr'oup ,'!hlcn Is appro-

pr'lahliy called a U(I) group. 
I f A 15 spacc'-t I me I ndorGndent 

tile nUl s s aid 'I' 0 b" a 9.1 0 b "I t rail s f 0 I milt ion and I f ,\ " ,\ (x ), U 

is said to be a local i'r'osformi:d-ion, 
COrTGSpondlngly, \'Ie call 

U(I) a glObal or a local 9"ouP ,,'cspecilvely. 
In the sequel 

the I oca I transfol'Ilwti one; \'/ i I I be ro ferTed '1'0 as 9<'1u ge trans-

formations In accordance \'11th Weyl's usage and the correspond-

i n9 group as a qauqe gl'Otrp. 'f' The Lagl'angi an ,NI is Invariant 

undor a global U(I) transformation. \'Ie say lhai' U( I) is a 

glob a I s y mmG t ry 0 f .;{;o. 

+ I A 
1/1 - ... -> If'" lJ 'i' " () ~, (3. 3 ) 

La remal n~' I nvari ant pr'ovi dnd ). is i ndeponden'l of x. 

HO\'1 does:to behave lIndel- a local 'rransformalion? Clearly, 

it i!:"; nO'r invar'iant, fo" nO\'1 () «J tioes no-r 'h--ansrorm as J/J ii-,-
II 

self and an additional term appears. Wo no\'l want to sao hON 

one can resi-ore the invarianco. 

D ~) such thcd' 
II 
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, 
(0 1jJ) ~ l)(O 1Ji) 

)J )J (3.4) 

vie shall henu)fori"h call such a 0 lp a covaf'iant darivat-ive of 
l! 

o.a+iqA 
}J It 11 (3.5) 

and Investigate the bellavlour of A • 
)J 

CombinIng equations (3.4) 

and«'5.5) We find, 

(3 + fqA' )U~) ~ lJea + IqA )1jJ (3.6) 
)J U )J U 

or (a U)ljJ -? lqA' IN • iqUA IJi )1. jJ jJ 

Ot- iqU~'IA'U " I qA u-1a U )I ]J II 

A' UII u- I i U)U- I D.n 
or I'; -> ~(a 

It )J q )J 

or A' ~ A ,. la A (3.8) ].t ]J q )1 

Thus a 0 defined by equation (3.5) with A constrained to 
jJ jJ 

transform under the U(I) gauge transformation according to 

equation (3.7) gives us a Lagrangian density 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Identi fying II with the electromagnetic field and q with the 
Jl 

charge of the field annIhilated by ~) \'Ie have r'eeovet-ed the 

Lagrangian of the fermion fIeld interacting with the electro-

magnetic field A In accord with the standard minimal prescrlp-
jJ 

tlon. NOI'I, one might wonder I'lhat really Is the purpose of the 

I'/hole exer-else when the resul-r I'las so easi Iy obtainable thr-ough 

-rhe mJ!nhnal' substitution. 11- is like Using a sledge hammer to 
cruek a nut. 

/'0 



The point is this: By demand i ng the gauge I nval'i ance of a 

f t'eG Lagrangian, \'Ie have learnt that a four~'veci'or field A 
)J 

This field mllsi couple if' H specific mannor to 

the matter fields and transform in a precisely difined way 

along with the matter fields uf.der the group transformation. 

The constant q Introduced infront of the field A In the defT
II 

nitTon of the covariant derivative appears as a coupling const-

ant determining the strength of~he interaction between the 

gauge field A and the matter field. 
II The gauge field must be 

massless for a mass term m
2

A All is nJt Invariant under the trnsII . 

formation Jaw Imposed Upon the gauge field. 

The fact that the gauge prescriptIon generates the correct 

electromagnej'ic Interaction is no'r so Impor'rant (though very 

satisfying) for we already know the interaction from the classi-

cal IlmlL . Bl!i' wilen' the classical Ilrriff is notknol'ln 'such a --.............. -~--....-,-,-..------~--.~--------~'-~-"---.-"Y'_,<~_~. __ ~ ... P_ ... ~~~~ ____ _ 

£..rescri.£.!J..Q.~h,-Iff)!nenselL_u.~!:'~,L~ Til I s turns our to be so as 

wesha II I'ea II ze In '1'118 chap'i'81'S to 1'0 II ow. 

The local symmetry group of electromagnetism is an Abelian 

group. We shal I be shortly deal ing with non-Abel ian gauge 

groups. Some new features WOlfld emerge. Equation (3.7) already 
s ugges i's 'I'll Is. We note that the photon has no electric charge 

and does not couple to liself since It couples only to charged 

objects. The gauge fields of non-Abelian °rheol'les \'1111 have 

self-interaction', 

The existence of a symmetry group Implies conserved currents 

In accordance with Noether's theorem. I'; the present case we 
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U{i). HO','iovof'th(-: local ~)I~OUP 90n0")(d-r-CS intt)ractions and ne\'1 

GaUDfl i n v a I~ fan cO yields a photon propagator behaving as 

for- la('qG k~ On the: o"f"hE~r hand I-he 1,',1 pr'opagator behoves as a 

con~'l-an'!' for large k and So the loop 111tegrals dIverge far more 

SOVGr'oly 'j-hon In the photon caso. ThIs fact renders the IVB 

"J-ran';T(lt'liIed into a gauge thoo(v, ;-'3IH)nnaJlzablllty couldbe ----~ .. -~'.--.--'~~----~.-=-~-.--,-.------,""-~~~-~.--:,-.~~_~_L~~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ ~~ __ ~~_.~_<~= __ ~.~~ ~_._~ ___ .. _~~_~_ 

dGs(~rJbe woak irltef'actions. 

We carl on-~lclpa'I'e 0ne trollble if we do succeed. 
Tho \'I-bo-

sons would i"urn Ollt -to be tnassless and describe a long range 

i nterac'f" i on. 

1+ " mass i"erm is included at the Lagrangian levell then 

~Jaugo invariance and hence r"'"no,-malizabiiil-y would be lost. 

~'10 shall see thai- this pa)~acJox can be t-Hsolved and both the 

desfr-ed objoctlves namely, i-he invar'iaoc8 oJ the. Lagrangian Ej"f 

-the bare level und i·t10 incllJsion of -tho mass term can be 

uchleV8d~ 

Our' pr'8sen'/" 8;<el~ctSG has r"evealOd some frnpOr""Cilnt buf Iding 

blocks of a gauge th~ory. These Bre the matter fields, the 

,gauge group an d the gauge bosons. The comments of the fast 

paragr"apll Indicate that we have to incorporate a suitvble mass 

2Z 



gonerRtltlg !nechnnislll abollt Wllich Ol!r bare [_2Igran~)lnn ShC)lllri 

not know 811ythi"9. 

In lhe ne:d chapter vie folio" 'f-he cilies and look for an 

underlying symrne'iTy gl'Olip for \'Ieak ini'et'actions so i-hat we can 

gauge ii' and watch ,-he fun. 
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CHAPTEfl 4 

TOWARDS A GAUGE THEORY OF WEAK I~!TERACTIONS 

To keep matters simple "Ie considel' IE'pi-ons only. \'Ie ireat 

them as massloss. The free LagratlgiBn density is 

(4.1) 

Summation over t("e,I1,T, ... ) is assumed. Since weak interactions 

seem to Use only left-handed fields \'Ie t'ol'/f'i'b'! equation (4. I) 

In terms of left and right handed fennlon fiolds using 

(4. 2 ) 

A little algebt'a tells us i-ba'r 

(4. 3) 

We now combine the left handed fields into a two-component field 

L i'l (4.4) 
v 

( £) 
9. L 

and correspondingly 

(4. 5 ) 

ThUS, (4.6 ) 

Clearly, equation (4.6) looks very unsyrnmetdcal be'f\,een 

the lef'r and right fields, unlike equai'ion(4.3). \'/e shall see 

that the left-right <lsymmetry of "leak inter'aei'ions can be 
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described in terms of different transformation properties of 

the lef'r and ri ght"handed flo I ds. Nov: for' theJ"\olo component 

fields arises "l-he posslbllll-y of -j-vlo·-dlmen~-,ioll()1 tt~onstorrna-

tlons which leavo bl linear forms 1(··,)1. Invarlan-r. To this end 

\1e In'lToduce the F'aull matrices T
I

,T
2

,T
3 

(See Append'ix B) satls-

fylng the sue 2) algebra 

A typical SU(2) transformation is 

U( +) l~l,T. 
'" "e .JJ 

where, for the two-dimensional' case, 

-, 
OJ" (0) I ,0)2,0)3)' Under' thi s transformatIon \'H) have 

(4 • 7 ) 

(4. 8) 

The term IiiL IntJ Is Invar'lant under a global sue 2) transforma-o . 

tlon given in equation (4.8) i.e. when the w's are not functions 

of x. \'Ie call L a weak Isodoublet. The origin of 'I'hls termlno-

logy should be self-evident. We take the right-handed fiel~s 

to be isoscalars so that they are invariant under the ~Iobal 

i-ransforrnai"ions conslder'ed here. -rhus the entlre.i is Invariant 
o 

under global SU(2) (" \'leak Isospin group) transformations. 

From the invarionce of ;~o' we have, by the Noethet"s theorem, 

three conserved currents 

(4.10) 

Equations (4.10) follo\'1 Imrneclia'tely by conSidering Infinitesimal 

50(2) transformations under which 
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L ~--;,. l. , .. (l+i w . T • ) L ancl 
.1 J/2 

£H IH Q. F~ (4. I I ) "".~.> ~: ~ 

r, ,H H v
2 

---> \) ~ 
v 9 • . ~ 

These (eqn. 4.10) at'e called \'Ie,,1< i sospi n curt'eni·s. The currents 

of the IVB theory are simply 

J « 
" 

N N h+ ,I N 

2(.1 1',> IJ;;), r ~ 2(J I" iJ;;) (4. 12) 

and are of course conserved. 

CorrespondIng to ~ \'Ie haverhree conserved charges 

(4.13) 

cal led \'leak Isospln charges. 

In addition to the IVB curTen-rs \'Ie have an extra conset'ved 

current, namely, 

(4. 14) 

ThIs Is a newrred curl'eni' since it couples either electrically 

neutral leptons 01' electrically charged leptons I ilce the electro-

magnetic current. 

(4.15) 

This contrasts \'11th the charge changing currents of the IVB theory. 

It Is remarkable i'ha1' the second term In equa'rion (4.14) is 

26 
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proportional to the electromagnetic ~urrent Sa. 

the first si.9nal tha't In 'our theorvweai< "nd olecirornagnetlc 
-'~~-.~.-.--~-~,~--.-' ...... ~-J ___ <_~~~ •• ~ ___ ~_".=c~~~_,~_~_<~.~,. ______ L __ ,.,,_."_, __ o~_, __ ,", __ ~_,, _______ ~_~ __ ~, ___ ~ __ <_>-_ ~_j __ , ___ ~ __ ~_ 

intaraci-ioflS would ~pl)G~r '·~o be illto-r·cotioec·~0d. 
'~-~-'-"'-~",--~--~~--~.----."---<"-,---"-,---~-,,~--£-,,--~~-<"---.-~~ __ "---~-_~~~ ___ oc.'_'~"_~~ __ ~.~~_~~_~ __ 

Borrowing from our experience with the Isospin symmetry of 

strong interactions we define the weak hypercilarge current 

SCI, 

J'" u .. J (y, 

y e 3 

(4. 16) 

The corresponding charge - the weak hypercharge Is 

From equations (4.16 and (4.17) we ge1' 

y '0.9. .. r\'1 (4.18) 
e 3 

where Q Is the electric charge. 

Thus Y ~'d for the lefl-handed leptons, Y" ··1 for the right 

handed 9, leptons and Y • 0 for v R 
9, 

Defining a global U(I) i-ransformation 

. e 
U (II • e

l y (4.19) 
Y 

the Invarlance ofio under the above U, Implies directly the 

conservation of Y. 

\'Ie have thus verified tha'r He, Lagrang1anio has a global 

symmetry SU (2) and a global symmetry lJ (I). 
Y 

In the next section 

w/i)shall conslder'these symmetries as local symmelries. 
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2. Tho GEllJOG I ll\if1t"'i an-I" E lec-i'(""ovJsnk l-nt-et--act1 on 
.--.~'----~---'" -,---""-~--.~-.-. --~~---,-~--.~---, .. ~. - "." .--_ .. --~- - .-.--.-~" ~ .. ---~-- _.--,- "~--.. -~------ .. -~ .-~ 

COlistcier SU(2). 

.,. Iqto.T. 
lI({)))DEJCJJ (4.20) 

wllBre to, al'e now tllllctions of x Dnd T. are three generators of 
J J 

suen. Acling on isodoublets T. 
.1 

1T~ and acting on isosinglets 
J 

'-. are unli- mai-rltes. 
J 

Th liS 

'J U(w)I," R 

(4.21 ) 

\'Ihere R stancis fOl' any right handed fields which are all 150s\ogl·" 

ets II' our picture. We now demand the lnvarlance of i under 
o 

(4J2I). Our experience of the prevIous chapter tel Is us that we 

mu~; -r roB pi (1 ce a L by a suitable covariant dorivatlve D L. 
V p 

Analogously vIe defIne 

D L . I d .; i g" ,Vi P ) l 
)J jl J J/2 

(4.22) 

:Lo+i9" lCL0l+iRi.lxR+V~;i\)f:} (4.23) 

We have Introduced tl're8 real gauge fieldS compared to 

one gauqe fieid A of QED, us there are now three conserved - ,\ 
I'i charges I. and the gauge transformation contains three arbitrary 
J 

functions Wj' 

De fin In 9 Vi" " h .I'I J (' J }l 
(4.24) 

and \'eculling equation D.n \'Ie irnrfledlately deduce that gauge 

{nvari ance 'l'Ji II br.; enslll-'ed l-f under' -the gauge t(ansformatiorl 
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l3ki ng (t). -(0 bo i nf f n I to:-~ j rna' VIe can Oi')S I 'y deduct'! 'i-hut 
J 

lVI' . g I'll "d OJ, .~ g £ I J k (0). 'ii I 
It P PI, J 'I' 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

We stop hare to first consider the effect of local U (I) 
Y 

transformation. We write It as 

U (0) ~ exp{ i g'yO} 
Y (4.271 

wher'e e 00\'1 Is a function of x. This is exactly analogous to 

the case of QED so that the invariance of the Lagrangian requires 

a covariant derivative 

D ~ 8" I g' Y8 
11 )1' p 

\'Ihere theassoclai'ed gauge field Ll must 'cransfor'm as 
p 

8->B' ~ B - a e 
IJ P P It 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

Making the replacemen-rs given by equailons (4.22) and (4.28) 

simultaneously In i'he Lagr'Dngian density (4.1) we obtain 

(4.30) 

where 

[) L~ (3 + 
P II Ig'B\1) L (4.31) 

'~-'T'~ 

[) J!.R, (3 - Ig'8 H,R 
II II )1 

(4.32) 

D "R ~ a "R 
It£ \19- (4.33) 
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We choose the fields 1../ 'r 0 be' III va)' ian "" un de r U (I) I, e , 
Hill Y 

they have y " 0 and RIL to be illv<ll'ian't undor' SUe?) i.o. 8 is 
Il 

an isoscalar. ThfJllLls bO'i-"h SUe?) ;'::lnd [J (f) g()q~:jO !nv'Jrianj·, 
)' 

I'r Is said to bo SUi2b;U(I) gauge Invol'ionL 

(4. 34 ) 

:LI (4.35) 

!vI rep,esen-I's the I ni'oract i on of the \'leak i sosp in currents and 

\'leak hypercharge current defined previously \'11th the gaugo fields 

l'liy. and Br , 

\'Ie nOl'I dof I ne 

J 
VI "/~o {I'I 

II 2. III 

t 1 . 
\'1 d" r:! {VI. . " r,2 J)I 

Tho f 11'5-1" t\'lO terms of £1 become 

i 1'1
2 

} 
,\1 

11'12 ) 

" 

21' g·tt I}·', 
'" 0 l~ J. \'/. ~ .. 2/'~ {,J 1 1'1,' J 1'11} (4. 3 n 

'J, JI)I -:1. 11 \l 
J " 1 

1'18 J'el'/l'1 to the remal n i ng hlo +erms of C-tl by i ntroduci ng hlo 

Hermitian fieldS A and Z as 
).I 11 

VI 3 

B ~ -$ I no\/Z + Case'lA 
• 11 1 l' 

(4.38) 

e Is called the ileinbero .. anglo. Cornbinlng (4.38) I'lii"h J " S).l/. .. J).I \'I • y e 3 

Vie obtain 
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., J Il
3 {g [Cosu1.IZ + Sill o\}/\ 1 

)J , l' 

- g' [ - Sin e z, + Cos 0 /1 -I } 
\'1 II \'J 11 

We now identify A with the 
J1 

electromagnetic flold. 

(4.39 

Hence thE> 

coefficient of SIIA must be -I 
)1 and that of l3 ,\, must vanish. 

~Ie obtain 

g Sin e \'1 
~ g' Cos 0\'1 " ·e (4.40) 

Thus finally, 
£~ _2.... - SllA -~ 

212 {J lli'\,/ + ,J ll'l(d 
1: ]1 I1 )1 

(4.41) 

In addition to the standard QED and IVB theory this SU(Z)xU(I) 

gauge invariant Lagrangian density first, Introduced by Glashow in 

1961
1c 

contains an additional interaction represented by lhe 

th j rd term. From the second term we have 

g\'1 ~ __ .ll_ (4.42) 
2/"[ 

+ Thus the quanta of the gauge field Ware Just W- vector bosons. 

The third term represents a neutral current c6upled to a neutral 
o 

vector boson Z. The neutra I boson 5 uspected· I n the I VB thclory 

appears naturally In this formalism and comparing the predictions 

of neutral current processes based on this term consisl'ncy with 

experiment obtains for 



SIn 2 e :;; 0.1.2 (4.43) 

0\'1 '" 0 ,;/Ould lead 1-0 " pun, SUP) 'I'hooey ruled out bV exrerlmoni", 

-rhe observGcl agreemerli between theo~y and ()xpe,·iment is a ~i·roflg 

support for i"he unified theory of weak Dnd electromagnetic Inter~ 

actions, \'IG shall discuss thh in detail lat()J~. 

3. Propertie~ ofth~ BaugeB6sons 
~_r_~ .. __ ~ _____ ~~~~ ___ ~ ..... _.~_._<~~~, _____ ~~ 

Our Lagrangian dGnslty (4.34) describes fr'ee massless leptons 

and their In'teractions with massless gauge fields. The complete 

Lagrangian must contain the kinetic energy terms for these gauge 

fields. \'Ie ignol~e i'he mass terms for the present. \'Ie must 

reqUire these additional kinetic energy terms to be SU(Z'xU(I) 

gauge invariant. The 8-fl,eld corresponds to a L)(I) group. Thus 

the kinetic energy term Is simple ,-;\ 8 BI1"(wlth B caB,~ 3 B) 
11" 11"" 11 11" 

11" 
In exaxt analogy to the photon term - IF F and is gauge Invarl-

I1V 

ant. 

A simi lar' tenn consi"ruc-red for the W-fields Is no-r gauge 

invariant as sHould be clear froln the more -amplieafed -rranstor-

ma'rion proper"rles of the I'/'s, Hol'lo ,'I'le can easily shol'! tha-r 

tho fonD 

is gauge invariant where 

11" G. G. 
Ill" I 

;l'G Is ofeourse li(l) gauge invariant, 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 



[Jf)flning 

and using 

we Immediately have 

J_T GllV 
2 i i 

T ('f T,) - 2" 'I " 
r- 1.1 " 

•. J' 11 \) 
j ~'''vi_' T (8 G ) ,,,,.1 G 1- \1 " 

(4. 46 ) 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

te rm. 

The tG defined above ser'v(?s as -rhe rnqull'ed klne'ric energ\' 

fl 
Fr-om the sh-ucture of;?-./G It is cloar 'I-hat i-r involves 

products of three and YOUI- il fiol ds. These VII I I lead to Feynman 

vertices with thl'<"o and four oX'i'el-nal gaugo flold Iinos. Thn 

W-fields are self~lntoracting since they couplo to anyt&'ng carry-

Ing woak isospin and honce to themselves. The origin of these 

terms can be d i red- I y traced to the non--Abell an naj-ure of the 

Sli('z) group and is a fea-i'ure that was total II' absent In the 

Abelian W(,J) gauge Heot-y. 

The gauge flold mass terms are clearly not gaugo Invariant. 

The same is true of fermion Iilass -"erms. A typical fermion field 

mass term Is of the -'-ypo ''',J. 

in our pi ctur'e i-he lef·}-~' 

are singlnts and honce the mass term Is not i. 

In i-he nex'!' chap-rel- \'Ie oxplore Hie possibility of including 

masses wl-rhout destroying the gauge invariance of the Lagrangian. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SYMMETRY BREAKING 

A symmetry is said to be spontaneously broken if It Is 

present In the basic equations of the theory but not In the solu-

tlon. A ferromagnet offers a typical example. In quantum field 

"theory this posslbll i"ty can be realized If the Vllcu~ms-ta"re I.e. 

the ground state of the theory Is not invariant under the symme-

try transformation. (Reca I I tha"1- a I I phys I ca I I Y rei evanl' amp I I eo 

tudes a re vacu~"'e xpectat I on va I ues of ap prop I" I ate ope l-aYors) . 

When the equations of motion of a theory have a symmetry an 

asymmetric solution mayor may not exist depending. upon the dyna-

mlcs. When both symmetric and asymmetric solutions exist the one 

corresponding to a lower minimum of the potential is physically 

relevant. Usually It Is the broken symmetry 0,' the asymmetric 

solution. 

Let G be a continuous Lie group. Spontaneous symmetry 

breaking occurs when some of tll@%'genera-rors r db not annihlla1-e 
a 

-the vacuum. i.e. 

JOT I e a alO>1 0> ( 5. I ) 

so ·th at 

(5.2) 

The generators for wh I cll T 10>" 0 corl-espond 'fa unbroken symrn0~ a 

try and generate a subalgebra of G. 

As a consequence of equation (5.2) some opera-tors • Which 

-tt"ansfono nontt'lvlally under- G acquire non~2ero vacuum expeci-atlon 
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values (V[V), <01'110> <$> f O. 
o 

If the vacuum is invarian't 

uncie,- G then <I,> ~ 0 ITivially. SSG can bo imple(flc;nted in field 
() 

theory by givlll9 non-·zOJ·O V[V to il!)propr"!o1"oly choson fields. 

F6r- example, if <P, (k"I,2,3) al-e on isoh-iplet of fields and 
K 

<1/>3>0 f 0 'rhen remembfH-lng that [Tj'~I'] " i€jk9.!)J9,' T I ,T 2 are 

broknn. 

Two Important properties of YEY's of !)J must be noted 

I . For a translatlonally Invariant vacuum <!)J> are space-time o 

Independent. I.e. 

2. Let I/> (CF I, ... N) constitute an N-dimensional f'()presenta" 
C! 

tlon R of G and let Fa be the NxN matrix representation of Ta 

in R so that 

(5. 3 ) 

Let !)J be the co I umn vectors of the fie I ds q, and set <1» "11. 
. .' C! 0 

T<jklng VEV of equation (5.3) \·/e have the following result 

T 10> " 0 =:;' F n" 0 ( :; . 4 ) 
a a 

How does one calculate VEV's In a given theory? First of 

all fields with <$> "0 must be Lo,-eniz scalars. The \>'s may a 

be fields in 'i-he Lagrangian or, for example, b,linears in fermi 

fie Ids. We take them to be scalar fields. We take them to be 

scalar fieldS in the Lagrangian. The G invariant Lagrangian is 

usually of the form 

(8 $ ) (~\llj> ) >. V (,j>l-' i-e,-ms involving other fieldS 
1I (t a. 

(5. 5 ) 



Then (5. 6 ) 

The quantitios <~'> are 0110 point functions. The perturbation 
' 0 

expansion of '['his quani-ity consists of a tenn l'lith a single 

vertex in 'Ihlch a 1>' quantum vanishes into the vacuum and other 

involving closed loops: 

/A 
~. • • • (5.7) 

Now if We expand V(t) around n we get 

av 
V(1)) ~ V(ll)+q,' '--I + higher terms a¢ .'n ( 5 . 8 ) 

Then the veri'ox A in the? above diagram Is proportional to :flll' 
In the tree approximation only this term contributes so that 

equation (5.6) gives 

( :>. 9 ) 

These equations determine the,VEV's in the tree approxima-

i-ion. Vie shall not consider- i'he exact determination of VEV's. 

lie note 'chat if n cons'j'ituj-e a solution of equa-rion (5.9) 
a 

then ~;o do 

(5.10) 

for 'rhe potential Is G~invariant. ThUS, the G invariance of the 

original lagrangian manifests itself thr6ugh this arbitrariness 

of the broken symmetry solution. 



• ", r' I d' 'rl 21' I, 1 ne uO ::-';TOnG 1CorOfl) 

rho SSB InDchanlslf! IO(jd~; to (1 ver-y ini'e'-Asting consequence 

wilici. is best summed up by stating the Golds'tone theorem. 

If in a manifeo,tly Lorentz covariant 
theory, the equations of motion are covariant 
with respect to a continuous symmetry trans
for,natlon which does not leave the vacuum state 
invar'iant, then the Hi Ibert spacG of the theory 
must contal,. states with light like four 
lllol'l1entum 23 . 

I'le Illustra're the theor'em vlith a simple example. Take G z$O(3) 

(the group of rotations in three dimensions) 

Le -r q, (",~ 1,2,3) be a triplet of scalar fields. 
(t 

G-invarlant Lagrangian 

Consider the 

(5 • I I ) 

1 is positive so that the energy spectrum is bounded from below. 

Usin<) Gquation (5.9) rhe VEV's are determined by 

2 
"m Ii ~4AI) I) I) , 

(t (t 0 B (5. I 2 ) 

0'''1,2,3 

One solution is na~ 0 which corresponds to unbroken symmetry. 

There is another solution 

2 
rn 

!lells'~ ,- '41' 

2 2 Such d solution exists only for 111 <0. This is allowed fOI' m 

is only the bare mass squared. The m2 is just a real parameter 

in the theory. 

(5.11\) 



rtle I)roken symmetry solu-tion has 

In fad I~" 0 

cort-esponds to ~ local Inax!murn of V. -rhus the broker} symmetry 

solution I-spi-ascnts the -true ground stai"e. On I Y n 11 I s cI e -r e r-
0: Ci-

mined and Ilot n Itself. We have thus a whole class of- solutions 
(t 

related to each other by G-transformatlons. By a sui tab leG 

transformation any n can be brought Into the form in which only 

-rhe third componont is nonvanishing, We are just saying that 

any voctor- can be made to poi n-I in the Z·,di rectlon through a 

suitable rotation. Thus I'le I'lrite 

(5.15) 

Now in the regular representation we have 

- i G " 
Ct "y ( 5. 16) 

I'/hi eh anni hi lates n. i .0:. , 

(5.17) 

\'ie f i 11 d t hat b I ~ b 2 " O. T h us lh e un b r 0 k 0 n sub 9 r-o up ism ("I ) 

genel-ated by 1 3 , Pu-tting <pc. n -, X in eq1lation ('5.11) the mass 

-rer'm for the X fields is seen to be 

(5. I 8 ) 

Then) are no mass ter-ms -fOt' XI and X2' These are the Goldstone 

fields in this example. Actually, Vie have only shoVin that XI 
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masses varlish exaci"ly. We cannot discuss this point further. 

"f!le fIelds XI and X2 'lave the same qllantllm numbers as the 

broken generators TI and T2 . There is always a one-to-one 

correSpOndGflCe bei"w()sn -the broi<en gerlerators and the Goldstone 

pad'iclo~.;. 

Ii' is afton l!~;(dul to consider a polar decomposition of 

fields. We s"tate 1t hero. 

Lot (5.19) 

It can be seen that for non-vanishing p. there is a one-to-one 
J 

correspondence between 11>1,2,3 and P3' 8 1, 8 2 , 

Tile Lagrangian can noW bo seen to he 

an d invor'l-ible 

tt I' 2 t t 2 
l' II (~ U )U(," D) }-fm'p D ,- A (p p)' 

, )J 
(5.20) 

It is 'rhe p-field ylhich acqui r'C's non"zoro VEV. f'roceeding G);!actly as above, 

we find, for the brokell symme"try case 

11 " <p> a , V " ( 
2 I m 2" -_ ... ) , 

41. 
(5.21) 

Setting P" 11 + p' in ('quation ('5.20) one f"inds that tho a-fields 

havo no mass torlns and these servo as the Goldstone fields. 



taneously broken. The Goldstone fields become the longitudinal 

components of the gauge fields corresponding to the broken 

symmetry, which, thereby, become massive. The gaugo fields 

correspondillg to unbroken symmetry femaln massless. The a-fields, 

ofcour'se, disappear from the Lagrangian. This is referred to as 

i-he Hlggs·-Klbblo mechanism or simply Higgs phenomonon. 24 ,25,26 

We continue with the example of SO(3) and make It a gauge 

symmetry. Our G-lnvBrlant Lagrangian now reads 

,/ he re 

and 

.t(D 01.) 'u]1) 'F f·jJV I 2 ,()2 z· 'i" ',,,1 ~\ - IT - . '-2m ", q, C'" q, 1> 
\1 "'- o. a llV a 'a a a (' 

F 
apv 

- (a +igA )r[. 
jJ 11 

'" () A ., a A 'gc A A 
v ap U av aBy Bp yv 

(5.22) 

Now equatlon«"3.i9) can be consldet'ed as an SO(3) gauge 

transformation of the field p into '~he field •. Under the same 

guauge transforma-rlon the field,~ 1'Ii II be related to the field 
p 

B as 
Jl 

(5.23) 

Thus A and. are the gauge transforms of the fields Band p 
U )1 

respectively, .the transforma·tion being given by U • e(~IT'I·e2T2)· 

Since our Laglcangian (5.22) is gauge Invar'lant i-I- is also given 

by 

t p . JlV 2 t t 2 !> ((t p ) (0 p) .. ~ G G",," t m p if"), (p p)-
)J , apv (5.24) 
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Notice that tho a-fields hove been 01 imlnated from tile Lagran-

glan as pr-omlsod. Novi, as befor'e, thoP-,fleld acqull"es VEV asin 

equation«').21). v/rltlngpgn,-pl \'ifJ -fInd a mass torm for the 

2 - ]1 2 ]1 1 9 -11'Hl B >l. ~ I -,' T T B B - 11 - >-g q I C( B 1\)1 B 11 

(5.25) 

where in the last line we have gone to the spherical basis with 

1 
\'1]1 ~ ,r2(B lll - 182p )' No mass tenn appear's tor the 13

3 
field which 

corresponds to the unbroken generator. 

The value of the W-mass Ilamoly gv depends on v besides 

dependi ng on g. But v depends on the parameters m and A in the 

Higgs potential. We can now seo tho prospects of obtaining a 

unified description of long range interactions mediated by mass-

less vector particles (e.g. electromagnetic interaction) and , 

sl.ort range interactions mediated by massive vector particles 

(e.g. weak interactions) in the framework of spontaneously 

broken gauge symmetry group. 

The most genGr'a I l"enOrma Ii zab 10 Lagrangi an I nvari ant under 

G • f II f ?7 , 15 0 -"18 Onn 

(5.26) 
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whera • is a columll of nll"BC fields and M Is a mass matrix. The 

In I ina I'lith our 

dis c u S 5 ion I n -j- Il I s c hap -\- e (' u I -j- i rn (3 -j- 0 I Y \" e 5 h (:1 ! I S G 'l" 

and One can expect a coni'r'!Dutiofl to fermion masses from the 

Yuka\'-Iu coupling tel~lns. Somei"imes I-his may be i-he only source 

of ferloion masses for G-invair6nce may no-~ permii" a ~M~ term at 

" I I . This Is Bxactly what happens In the GSW model to which we 

turn in the next chapter. 
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THE STM1DMW [l.FCrr<o -l'lll-d< THEOf{Y 
- - _.~-'-.- - --- _. -_. 

In Chapter ~ '.'Ie I'Iroto down -rho 51)(2) x U(I) gauge invili-Iant 

Lagrangian. It con-ralns bO'fh elec-rrolnagne-rism and the IVB theory. 

Howover the \'/GHk vect()r~ bosons dnd tho fe/'mi fields turnGd out-(o 

be massless. 

In Chapter 5 '.'Ie S~I'I how ti,e mass problem can be resolved In 

a spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. All we need is a suitable 

set of Higgs flolds couplod 10 matter and gauge fields. By giv-

ing non-zero expectatlofl ValLIGS to allpr'oprlately cilosen Higgs 

fields masses can be generated for gauge particles. By working 

in the unii'ar'y gauge -rhe Golds'i-ones can be el imina-I-ed fr'om -rhe 

Lagrangian. At the end of Chapter 5 we Indicated that the Yukawa 

couplings of tile Higgs fields 10 matter fields can generate masses 

for the mat-fer'flelds;,s 1'If'II. We have seen also how part of the 

symmetry can be maintailled by ensul'ing conditions imposed by 

eouation (5.4). 

Thus to get to the standal'd GSW mOdel we only need to choose 

the Higgs fields and tlleir vacuum expectation values. For i I I us-

tra'l-ion, we consider- the minimal version of the model in which 

only 'i'he chal'ged IDptons acquit'e mass and the neutrinos I'emaln 

massless. 

We choose the scalar Higgs field to be a complex weak iso-

doublet 

(6. I ) 
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(6.2) 

f}ON'g e• 
The"invarian-j" Hlgqs lorton, coupl in5) i~"; niven i)y 

Using the above r;~qu;:d'iotl:::, \'iO go"r "HH; La~)rollgi(Jn of the GSW model 

as 

(6.5) 
.( 'I- ['P\) 'G (,i~v}..p ,/ + ." iL j :> '-7( '. ~J + ,,0 {oN 

. JtV IJI') H LH 

Y/hol~0 f3 I G. alld 0 hove Z! i (eddy bGen dof i ned. 
)t Ill\' JI 

The LagrangianhGSI" is cledl'!Y 

StJ (2) x tJ (I) gaug2 syrnme·!Ty 

SU(2) xli(l) invariant. For 
2 

)1 <0 the Is spontaneously broken as 

explaIned in Chapter 5. 

(6.6) 

VI here 
(>0 ) (6. n 

Ifl the uni-l'~ry gauge 1he I~iggs field simply bocomes 

All the Golclstono particles havo belen ,Jilugecl Qway. Three gauge 

particles nOlvgain fnass but the photon remains massless since 

the charge operator is Q 
.. / 

>l !~, \' Y 

" 
and we can check that 

O<fJ "0 o 
(6. 9 ) 

Not! Ge -rhat the 8 leci-r I Cd Ily noutra I cornoonent of -1·h8 Hi 9gs 

fiellds has b(')en given a VEV so thwl U(I) hilS been prelself-ved. 
"fil, 



+ Kirlo'~i(~ Cl1Gj-qy terms of 

(I]n"i"tor ~t)d gauge fields.' (6. 10) 

By vi r J-t i n 9 0 U t "l h 0 Lag ,'il n 9 1 d n I n f u I i ilfl d I () 0 I< j n 9 a t 'I'll 0 

coofflcients of mass 't.ontls \'/C' imlilodlau'ely doduco i-hat 

ml'l 
U +vcJ In c. " " Z (6. 1 1 ) 

rn H H 1::2"~-r, rn 9. -- v 9 9-

('T--
Further, we already know 'l'hat 

g Sin 0 0 g' Cos e D 0 
vi' \'/ (6.12) 

and S I ,/ 0 \'1 -- O. 227:. O. 0 I 4 (e x per I mo n i- a I I Y ) (6. I 3 ) 

Clearly l'he rnaS50!; of all tile bosons and lop-i-ons al'() rolated to 

the parametors of the 'rileory -- g,g', .. )12,A iJnd 9
9
,' 

Using <~ vq wo Immodlately find 

that 

(6.14) 

Combining equa.ilons ( 6.11), (6.17) ',od (6.14) one h,JS 

m ,,( <-""._) t 
1,/ G ;--•• 

2 

2 
(6. 15) 

whore the fine structllt'e constant 

" - (6.16) 

and til<) .Ferml coup 1 i 119 constant 



(6, 17) 

Using these known values of a and G we get 

(6, I 8) 

which are in very good agreement I'/dh the experimentally deter-

mined values. 

"fl dl t' +" 28 d'f d" i" I" h-'-I 1e ra a Ive corTec, Ions 010 I"y our pre Ic"lons S Ig , Y 

but the results remain consistent with experimental values, The 

experimental detection of the gauge bosons at the expected masses 

29 has been a major triumph of the electroweak theory 

The parameters g and g' are also determined In terms of m 

and 9W' The parameters gl are calculable in terms of the known 

lepton masses. It is only the parameter X which remains undeter-

ml ned, S " 2, 2 , Inee -11 n /tV , f, occurs as a coupling constant in the 

Higgs self-coupling terms but there is no chance of measuring 

these at ~resent, Thus the Higgs boson mass cannot be predicted 

from known data, for, 

(6, 19) 

This Is unfortunate, for, knowing its mass would be of great 

help in searching for It, The existence of the Higgs is essen-

t i a I, Without them the theory Is not renormal izable, 

too small or too large the higher order corrections become large, 

The success of the theory in lowest order calculations restricts 

28 mH to the extremely wIde range 

7 GeY ~ mH ~I 10
3 

GaY (6,20) 
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The detection of Higgs bocornesdifficul-J- because readily 

avai lable particle beams and '\'argots consis'~ of pho'I'ons, eleer" 

rons, muons, pions, kaon~; and IlllclclOns)_ The l-li99s par'ticle does 

not couple to the photons, The rema in i ng coup lings' are very 

weak (they generate the smal I masses of i-hese particles). 

A major success story of thc GSW model has been the prc-

diction qf weak neutral currents. These effects have been wei 

confirmed quantitatively in the elastic electron-neutrino scatter-

- d - I "- 28 Ing an neutrlno-nuc eon SCaT)Crlng 

This concludes our Pl"oposed stUdy of -rhe 8S\'/ model, How-

ever, we would like to record some additional features which we 

did not study In the present programme. Some of these are: 

I. We have assumed the neut~inos to be massless. A neutrino 

mass term can easi Iy be Included by using an additional Higgs 

doublet 

(6.2i) 

with atladditional gauge invariant piece in the Lagrangian given 

by 

(6.22) 

The SSB mechanism nO\'1 leads to a neutrino mass 

(6.23) 

2. A generalization of considerable Interes'e Is ,to replace,i' 

by 

(6.24) 
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where G is a Hermitian coupling matrix. We can write equation 

(6.24) in -i-he unitary gauge and dia~lonalize it to obtain elgen-

state neutrinos VIii 1,7, ... ) I·lith musses Wj _ The lepi-onic 

Ileu'j"rinos v~ :~e7~,T) ~re ! Ine~r combinations of tllese eigenstai"o 

neutrinos Vi each of which would Ilave i-I's cllal~~cteristic time 

depen<lence. As a result neuiTino mixin~) IvIll occur-. !This Is 

just the wei I known time dependence of a superposition of energy 

eigenstates of a system). Thus} a pure initial v beam can 
II 

become a mixi'llre of v\1 and v" particles and then purely a ve 

beam. Neutri no m! xi ng will OCCUI'. Such e-ifer:ts are called 

neu-rrlno osci i'lations and occur if neutrinos have non-zero masses 

and observing such effects would provide information on neutrino 

masses. Although non'-zero masseS do not lead to oscillai-ions 

necessarily obser'ving these will be in "rI.e spirit of lepton-

quark symmetry tha-r we shCll1 discuss shortly. Experl rnents '1-0 

30 
detect neutr-ino osci Ilations are being planned. 

_3. \'Ie have mentioned i-hat -rhe G$\'I model r'epreseni's a renormaliz-

able gauge -cheory. The proof is due '10 't Hoart, Velhlaf1 and 

31 
others • It is beyond our scope to discuss this. \'Ie only note 

that such procedures do not use the unitary gauge. The Goldstone 

pari-i c les are re i n-rroduced I nto the theory. There exi st no 

real particles corresponding to their quantized fields although 

the Feynmann propagator for the Goldstone field can be inter-

pI'ei-ed I n terms of the exchange of vi rtua I sca I ar bosons. The 

proper'ties of -j-hese "ghost particles" al-e analogous oro those of 

the longitudinal and scalar ',hotons in QED \'inich also do not exist 

as real free particles but COn-ITibure as virtual 1ntermedlate 
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quanta to the phoi-on pr"opagator-. The detai led pr'operlies of 

these fields are complicated and gauge dependent. However, all 

observable quantities erG gaug8 Invarlan-' 21 
like in QED 

4. We have considered electroweak interactions of leptons only. 

The theor"y Is easi Iy extended i-o i ncl ude quarks and hence hadrons 

so that semileptonlc l)f'ocesses can be included. This eXTension 

is necessary to prove renormafizability. 

'). The SUccesses of the GS\'I mode I are compe III ng enough to 

be I i eVe that- it must at leas-j- be a part of a I arger truth. Ho\'!-

ever there is no compelling reason to believe i-hat it represents 
I 

the only possible description of electroweak interactions. 

Several -other models exist in the Iiteratur"e 28 . 

In the next chapter we shal I consider a gauge theory of 

strong interactions. The GSW model provides enough reason to 

consider such a posslblillty. 
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CHAPTER 7 

In view of the proliferation of hadron states and the 

absence of a comprehensive theory of strong Interactions the 

first rational step was to slmpl Ity and classi ty this profusion 

of hadron states. Such an approach has been fami I I ar to us 

from the time of Mendeleef's formulation of the periodic table 

of the elements. The following facts provide some Justlficai'ion 

for the ati'empts to "build" hadrons from Simpler subunits. 

i) Hadrons have, a measurable size ('U 10-15 m) 

II) Hadrons are complex. The nucleous, for' example 
appear to be granular. 

II I) Hadrons exist In many varieties both as fermions 

and bosons. The contr'ast bei'ween hadrons and leptons 

(which appear to be elementary or at least did so tl II 
some time ago) is obvious. 

2. ynltary Sym~etrie~ 

The most Successful such attempt at classification came 

32 through the works of Gell-mann and Nee'man . They proposed 

SU(3) as the global symmetry group of strong interactions. 

Hadrons fali Into rnuli'iplets of this group. The rudiments of 

this group are summarized In Appendix C. The particle rnulti-

plets can be charted on a two-dimensional weight diagram with 

the third component of Isospin 13 and hypercharge Y as axes. 
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Thus SU(3) was an enlargement of SU(2) -wi til the quantum number 

Y added to '3' The sma II mass di ffGr'r':lnces bE~'h/een members of 

magnetic Interaction. Similar-Iy tIle much lor'ger" mass differonces 

within members of an SU(3) multiplet arise due to symmetry 

breaking by strong interactions themselves. The SU(3) group 

could thus be only an approximate symmetry of strong interactions. 

An outstanding success of the SU(3) scileme concerns the 

P 3"\" 
J ""2 baryon decup let. In 1961) -rhe ",(1232), r,(1385) and co (1530) 

were established. 
p 31' 

All had J "2' They could not be members 

of an Oci-et since llle I-~spin of 1)(1332) is too I'H-ge. Accomo--

dating them in a decuple"!" loft one Joca'rion vacant. Tho missing 

_ 7 J P 3t member Vias predl cted to have 8 " I, S - -->, ""2 

about 1670 MeV. The n vias 
-co) 

found'" . 

and a mass of 

l'Iithln SU(3) fr-amework -rhe proton)il, L, "are manifestations 

of the same partIcle just dS proton and neutron are of the 

nucleon within SU(2). The presence of rtHpartlcle" In a decllp-~ 

lei- whfch is o-ther\'lise composed vf IIre50tlancesil is an i Ilus1-ra-

tion of the marginal difh,renc8 be-n'leen II pari"icles" and "reson·· 

ances". In ~igher symmetry schemes ~hlch Incorporate spin and 

parity, the q -can appear ~i n the family of nucl eons and does. 

SU(3) symmetry provide rl a good description of experimental 

data and its success implies that it must contain some measure 

of -rrui-h. 

Of all -j-he mul-'-iplets "Ihich ar-e 311m-10d by the SUD) scheme 

only a few - the slngleis, oc1.~~s, decuplots appear to correspond 
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i-o physical par1-icles. This may be undel'stood In ter'ms of a 

1
,34 

quark mode 

The basic multiplet In SUU) is a triplet \·/hlch appears in 

Y-1 3 plot as a and doublet and Singlet of Isospin corresponds to the 

5U(3) quani-um numbers of the proton, neui-ron and lambda respec

tl Ve Iy. Sakata:
55 

'ITled to use the PI'ot.on, neutron and lambda as 

membel's of this trlple'r but -'-he attelOpt to build the known had-

rons frOm this basIc triplet lOet with no success. Gel~mann and 

Zwelg
32 

postulated that the members of the triplets are three 

quarks whose SU(3) quantum numbers h;-lve very unusual properties. 

The thl'ee quarks are called u(up), d(down) and s(sideways or 

strange) quarks. The three quark varieties are called quark 

flavours. 

The quark model says that a meson consists of a quark-anti

quark (qg) pal r and a baryon Is made up of three quarks (qqq). 

! 
A quark baryon number 1 is required In order to satisfy the 

requf rement of B ~ 0 for mesons and 8 ~ I for baryons. SI nee 

Q ~ 13 +Y/2 , ii- follo\'ls that quarks must have fractional Y and Q, 

The qq and qqq hypothesis is consistent with th~ fact that only 

a few SU(3) represeniations have been 'observed in nature. 

~tesens can be built from the u,d,s triplet (3) and u,d,s 
anti-triplet (3) to form singlets and octets. 

3x3 n I + 8 (7. I ) 

Similarly three quarks (qqq) baryons form Singlets, octets and 

deClIplets. 

3x3x3 n I ;. 8 <- 8·. 10 (7.2) 



Combinations like 

3x3 .. 3 "' 6 (7.3) 

produce representations that do not materialize in nature. 

The experimental data does not require qqqq mesons or qqqqq 

baryons though the model does not forbid these. 

The quark model gives a good account of the quantum numbers 

of the lowest extlted hadron states. With the ~ddition of orbl-

tal excitations the model can be extended to lnclude higher 

masses. The avai lable da'I'a does not pr'ovido any crucial test at 

the model. The model has also been successful in predicting 

34 relations between cross-sections and magnetic moments . 

4. 36 37 Colour and Charm " ..-------
Inspite of the successes of the three flavour quark model. 

It suffers from a serious defect. It seems to violate the Pauli 

principle. The th~ee quarks Inside a baryon seem to form states 

which are symmetric under quark eXChanges. The n seems to be 

made of three identical quarks in the same quantum state! The 

same is true of ~ 
, ++ 

and ~ resonances. Quarks are fermlons and 

yet behave like bosons. 

In 1964 Greenberg proposed that quarks should have another 

attribute-conventionally called colour. The colour quantum 

number should take at least three distinct values. The three 

quarks inside Q • 6 
+-f" 

or' ~ 'are identical In all respec'rs except 

colour. The baryons and mesons are colourless. Thus the problem 

~f statistics can be evaded without assigning observed hadrons 
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any extra degree of freedom. The symmetry of the three quark 

colours can be dealt within a colour SU(3) scheme analogous to 

tile SU(3) scheme discussed above. The generators oftllis colour 

SU(3) wi II act on the three-valu(3d COIOlll- index and vlOulci take 

a quark of one colour Into another through appropriate SU(3) 

colour transformations. This sclleme can explain the rules 

concerning quark colours if all hadrons are to be colour singlets. 
~,~ 

Clearly ~I~he group being SUO) the notion of the "colour isotopic 

spin" and the "colour hypercharge" emerge. These then lead to 

the notion of a "colour charge" analogous to the electric charge. 

The Importance of this scheme can be easi Iy visualized. The 

three different coloured quarks inside a bal-yon have unlike 

values of the colour charge and could then be bound together by 

attractive forces analogous to the electromagnetic interactions 

between electrically charged particles. But the electromagnetic 

I nteracti ODS are transml tted by photons. I n a simi I ar manner 

quark-quark forces require Intermediate particles. These inter-

mediate particles would be the glue that btnd together the quarks 

Insidehadrons. They are thus called gluons. \'Ie can no\'! build 

a gauge theory based on the group SUO) colour~. This 1'/111 lead 

to eight gauge bosons(gluons) with nontrivial SU(3) colour 

transformation properties capable of changing a quark of one 

colour into that of another without changing the quark flavour. 

\'/e have now a possiblli~ry of clescribing quark-quark forces as 

a gauge theory with the spin one 91uons as the gauge hosons. 

1< They carry no flavour but only colour. 

---"'A possible 6-onu5 of the3€olour hypothesis is contained in 
a scheme due to Han and Narr,bu whereby hadrons can be bui I l' out 
"f in~regrally charged quarks. 
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The Introduction of colour trebles the number of quarks 

without challglng the nllmber of hadrofls \~hich are colourless or 

proper-ri es of 'luar'ks and lep-rons ~ both behove I I ke poi nor partl" 

cles. l'Ie have long knmln -hlo pai rs of leptons (e,v
e

) and (g,v ). 
11 

In 1964 the quark mOdel r'equlred only three quarks u,d,s. The 

u,d seemed -to fall naturally ini-o an Isodoublet and the s quark 

seemed alone. The appealing Idea of lep-ron quar'k symme-ITY led 

to the postulate of a fourth quark flavour cailed charm by Glas-

37 
how and Bjorken To distinguish it from other quark flavours 

one needed a ne,1 distinctive qUani-um number l'lhlch -I'hey called 

charm C l'lilh a value .1 for quarks c and ··1 for antiquarks c' 
The charm quantum number b~haves very much like strangeness, 

being conserved In s-rrong and elec1-I'omagnetlc interactions and 

not conserved In weak Interactions. 

Further support for ll1e_ existence of charmed quarks came 

fl'OIll weak ini-eractlons Ivhel'e one could salvage the I1S ~ I1Q I-ule 

by introducillQ a cllBrmed quark. 

I'lith i-he inl'I'oduci-ion of the charmed quark, a nel'l trlple-r 

of coloured quarks is added -1'0 the q~ark model. The four-rh quarl< 

flavour can be accoillodated by adding a third dimension, charm to 

the SU(3) symmetry scheme weight diagram leading to the group 

SU(4) for par-rlcle classiflcallon. In addition to existing 

mesons and bar'yons SI)(4) l'IOl"d predict new families of charmed 

particles. 

\1e no-j-eri -j-hat leptons and quarks appear to have a poi nt 
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111<e dlsiTlbutlon of electolc chal~ge. NO!'i 'the rates of pmdudlon of 

particles with point like charge 'c ~ 

in e e annlhlla'I'lons can be 

calculated using QED. The rates of productiollS are found to be 

proportional to the squares of the point charges. 

Consider the ratio 

+ "' 
(j (eo --~ hadrons) .... ----=<~~-----~--~-~.---~--~ 

(j (e+e~ -",. 1'+IJ-) 
<7.4 } 

Since hadrons are Ultimately derived from qq pairs + -
In e e co I I 1-

slons, then, If the quark hypothesis Is correct, R should be 

given by 

R • sum of quark charges <7.5) 

almost independent of energy. 

R provides a very direct'test of the quark models. At 

centre-of-mass energies above 4 GeV we kno\~ that eXperimentally 

R'05.
34 

The values given by i'he qual'k mOdels are 

u,d,s model 

u,d,s + colour H 

u,d,s,c + colour H 

.. 2 

10 
"T 

The experimen'r'ally determined value of R is higher than 

any of tile above and suggests tha'r there is room for even more 

quarks - an Indlca"tion that time has since shown to be correct. 
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The charmed particles were ultimately discovered by two 
7C) separai-e gt'oups of experi merli-ers I n 1974"Je In addition two more 

quarks known as t and b have been established since 40 . Their 
/ I 

cllarges ar"e ~ and -7 respectively. The six-quark model with 
-~ ~ 

three coloul's would give 5 as t""Bquired. Our' notion of lepton-

quark simi lari ty has a Iso been sj-rengthened by the di scovery of 

the th I rd I epi-on ~41. It's neutrino v is almost certainly believed 
T 

to be -rhere. We thus have three quarks and lepton families. 

We can now have enough faith In the basic quark model and the 

associated colour scheme. (The 'rhree al'e inciden-I"ally usually 

denoted as red, blue and greenl. Thus in effect I;e believe 

now in 6x3 • 18 basic quark fields and six lepton fields. 

5. 2£12 

The field theory of strong interactions based on the above 

discussions is a gauge theory based on the group SU (3) and is 
c 

)42 appropria-r"ely called quantum chromodynamlcs (QCD . 

The eight generators of S~(5) colour are represented In 

the fundamental r'epreseni-ai-ion by -r"he Gel I-Mann matrices 
A 

-Tea ~ ', ... 8) I·lii-h the normalization 

T (A A ) ~ 20 r a b ail (7.6) 

The gauge fields (gluon fields) ar'e denoted by Gl1("," 1, ... 8). 

'" 
(7.71 

where g is a dimensionless number - the unrenormalized gauge o 

oupl Il1g cOl1stan-r. 
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TI,e matter fields consist of spinor quark fieids denoted 

col loctivaly by q with 

1,2,5 (colour Index: I-ed, blue, green) 

f 1, ... 6 (flavour" index; o,d,s,c,i",b) 

Cl "" 1, ... ,4(spinor index) 

In the by now standard manner the complete Lagrangian den-

sity of oeD is 

(7.8) 

where D ~ a +Ig G 
" ~ all 

and M is a colour independent mass matrix in the flavour indices. 

The theory is renormalizable. 

6. Asy'!!'pto"tic FI"eedom, Infrared Slavet:.Y' and the Runnin.';). 
~ ---~--~-"~'----/j:----'---.----.'-----" 

c 0.!.'£.Llf.1JL5'::~!l~J:~.l1."!."_ 

Asymptotic freedom ls a new feature of strong Interactions 

which was Inltlally Indicated by a series of beautiful experi-
43 

ments . The$e experiloents are the high energy analogDes of the 

Rutherfol-d experiments l'lfi"h ('I-partletes. High energy eleciTons 

were scatterred on proton tareats III a bid to study the struc-

ture of the proton. "rhe momentum 0 of the photon Is related 

Inversely to -fl.", sIze of "~he region probed as per the uncertain-

ty principle. For 0 greater than a few GeV the region probed 

Is smaller than the size of i"he pl-oton. The resuli"s showed i-hat 

the nucleons seem to consist of point like particles later iden-

tlfled with quarks. As 0 Increases the quark-quark coupling 

grows weaker and weaker. This behaviour was predicted earlier 



44 by Bjorken and is called 8jor'l,en scaling. The tradii-ional 

beliof i-hat strong forces become stronger at shari-or distances 

was thllS proved wroflg. Bjorken scaling seems to imply that at 

shortcl~ and ;":;;i"lor-i"cr dis-j-ances qUaf'ks uHhavn more and mOt~0 I ike 

free particles. This idea is known as asymmptotic freedom. 

Thus the quark-quark coupling is a functloll of 02 
which decreases 

02 . d . as· Increases an vIce versa~ 

To under-stand this phenomena le'~ us recall our experience 

wi th QE[)21. + -In QED the electron is surrounded by virtual e e 

pairs created by the electric field from vacuum. \'Ie know thai-

Lamb shift originates this way. Th8 virtual posli-rons are 

attracted towards the electron and the electrons repel led. The 

space around the electron Is polarized like a dielectric medium. 

Tho posi'i'rons partially shield the electrons charge so 1'hat ai' 

largel' distances i'he effec-rive charge of -rhe electron and hence 

'/-he (>lED coup I I ng cons'rant appears sma lieI'. 

In QCD il similar vacuum polarization from qq pairs Is to 

be expected. Consider the colour force on two quarks in a 

proton. The magnitude of this force Is determined by the 

effective colour charge seen by each quark. If we decrease the 

distance between the quarks, each quar'k wi II penetrate further 

Inside the cloud of virtual quarks pairs surrounding the other 

quark and I,ll II see a larger effeci-i ve colour charge. Since the 

net quark-quark force depends on tile net colour Charge seen by 

the quarks, the force betwoen quarks should become stronger. 

Thus with increasing Q the force should Inc~ease In contradic-

tlon with the experimental finding. But, we forgot the gluons. 
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Unlll(e photons wl1 i ch can'y no c lectri c chat-ge the gl uons carr'y 

colour cllaryo and can interac"t wlth any-thing i"hat carries colour. 

9 I U 0 n s C a l" r y par' -(- 0 f j- h {~ -I'- (rl-i.:1 leo I 0 LJ r c hat·~) e • Thus whot seerns 

orO be happening is thai vilo-fua! gluons spread -rhe colour charge 

-j-hroughoui' somc) finite volume I ike th" old fashioned Thompson 

model of the a1om. When We decrease the distance between quarks 

each quark Iv! II be in H18 'Ii t-tu,," 91 uon cloUd of the o'rher quark 

thus seeing effectively a smaller fraction of the colour charge 

on the oiher quark. Thus the vacuum polarization effect from 

qq pairs and gluons produce opposite effects. The experiments 

indicate that the antlscreening from gluons dominates. The 

effective coupling cons·rant of strong interactions should thus 

be a function of Q2 decreasing with Increasing Q2. 

The calculation of the ~ffectlve colour Charge from vacuum 

polarization In QCD was originally done with perturbativ9 

quantum field theory techniques 45 It turns out however that 

the QCD vacuum can also be treated semiclassical Iy like a 

In this picture the potential between two 

charges is given by 

v ( r) ~ 
q'</2 

41T'£<{rY't> 0,9) 

whera all vacuum polarization effects are absorbed into an effec-

tive E'. (r') of the vacuum. The semiclassical approach leads to 

the same result as the field theoretic calculation. The 

approach Is the same as that used for a dielectric medium in 
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!l7 
e/actrodynHlnics ", lile c I ass i cn I enal'gy dens i ty of the med I lim 

product 8 p Is related to the wave velocity In the medium. Thus, 

knowing the enorgy of tha vacuum de'termines s(y). The res u Ii's 

IGad to a refnarl<abla conciusion~ If the gluon nn"l!screening 

has to dominat~ than tho number of quark flavours should be at 

mosi- 16. This, ofcout'se, is well above the p,-esently I(no':ln 

flavours whicll are G. Another intorestlng fact emerges. The 

QED coupling constan't a also varies with distance (Q2) dUB to 

+ " vacuum polat'i 7.ation effects of e e pai rs. The lo~/ energy cut-

off for QED calculations of the lamb shift is determined by the 

Bohr radius. This depends on the eloctron mass which thus 

provl des L1 natll/-a I 10\'/ onergy cIne-off. But the zoro mass of the 

gluons means tllat III QCD thero is no natural low energy cut-off 

and henco ther'e Is no Ini'rlnslc scale, This has led "rO a power"-

tul malhemai"ical approach in QCD called 'r'enormallzation group 

'rochnlquos' . . 48 Unforlunately we cannot study th,s here. 

7. Discussions 
-~~~.~ ~-~~~-'.~--~---

The observed asymptotic freedom in deep Inelastic scatter-

ing provides one of tho most compel ling argumonts that tho strong 

interaction Is a colour gauge theory. Asymptotic freedom is In 

45 fact a unique property of non-Abelian gaugo theories Un fo 1'-

tunately the effective coupling constant depends only logarithmi-

cally on Q so that eXi'remely high energies are needed even to 

detect the chango in the coupling 49 
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lfu can 110W galt} some lllsrgh-~ into tile proper-ties of had-

rons as bourtd stai-os of qUArks. One knows that the spectrum of 

c and c being heavy move slowly in 10Vi angular momeni-um s-rai-es. 

The separa"\-ion oe-h/eell i-he quarks is 5foal I and hence the coupl-

In g I s weak. Under" such coneil-I-ions/-he colour field Is like a 

coulomb field producing posltronillm like spectrum. For heavi er 

quarks like t and b i-his doscrlptlon should bo OVBn more accurate. 

Surely this pici-ure must not apply to lighter mass hadrons. 

Size goes inversely as the mass and so lightor hadrons are rela-

tivoly lal'ger compared to charmonillm. Tho quarks aro 1'1011 

silparaj-ed and the coup ling strong. The motion of tho quarks ~ilil 

be relativistic and there Is no reason to expect a positronlum 

II ke spectrum. 

Wo can now also appreciate why free quarks and gluon5 have 

not been seen. 
, 

As It Imagine pulling a qual'k out of a proton. 

moves away from other quarks -the coupling increases - the bind-

Ing force Increases. If effective coupling were to increase 

indef-i!li-joely it \'Iould need infinite ener-gy to pull it out-. In 

such a case free quarks or gll10ns would not appear In decays 

or collisions. in deep inelastic scattering the photon can 

trunsfer a large momentum Q to a quark. This quark wi II try to 

move mldY but will be rest-rained by the ever' Increasing coupling 

constant. If Q is sufficiently large and as the coupling 

increases -j-he onergy densi-ry of the colOlrr field \'Ii II become 

large enough to produce q~ pairs from the vacuum. These quarks 

have 10\'1 el1or'gi(,s and would recombine to form mesons and baryons. 
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Siflliiar-Iy if a high on8rqy 91110n is pr'oducod in -rhe collfsion 

by "br'Gfnss'i-ruh! unf;" j'hn coup i 1 tlq of j"ho 9' uon i'I i I I 1 ncroase f n 

·the same mannor. "fhlJS copious n1850115 and baryons can be 

pr-oduced in deop InaliJs"ric scatter'ing but no -fr'a8 quat"ks or 

g!uons* However, it IllUSt be notocl that it Is very hard +,'0 

prove that QeD coupling eonston"t increases indefinitely since 

perturbatIon theory cannlJi Go usod beyolld a certain limit. The 

eha I I enge 0-[ QeD \'In i ch I s cons I s"i"ent with a I I kno\"ln 5"ITOn9 

inter'action phenomenology "\'Ii II he to find non··peri"Llrbative 

·l<echn 1 ques. 
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CHAPTER 8 

GRANO UNIFIED THEORIES28(~UTs) 
__ '~~'~~'. __ ~_4'_"~'_~ __ '"''' __ ~'='~'O.~''_~~_'~~~_~'-'_·~~_'_~,, ___ _ 

The standard modal (SU(2)Lx Uy " IxSU c (3) successfully des

cribes or Is a't least consistent with al I known facts of elemen-

tary particle phenomenology. It is a mathematically consistent 

fIeld theory in whlchal I known interactIons are basically gauge 

Interactions. Insplte of Its observed correctness It surely 15 

not the ultimate thegry of elementary particles. The model has 

no inconsistencies bu-r I'r has a 10'1' of arbitrarIness. 

Some of the unexplained features are; 

I. The pattern of groups and representations Is complicated and 

arbitrary. Why should the gauge group be a product of three 

di fferent fac'tors. \'Ihereas SUc (3) is a parity conservIng theory 

'the St\(2)xU (I) violates parity. 
. Y , 

2. What is the purpose of the second and the third lepton 

families which are merely massive repetitions of-the flrs'l- famIly. 

This Is 'rhe Ile~/ version of the old question "vlhy the muon?" 

3. The three coupling constants havn three very different 

values. Why do they have these specific values and 'hy are they 

so dIfferent? 

4. Why does the Weinberg angle take the particular value It 

does? 

5. Electric charge Is not quantized. 

6. What are the Higgs? The Higgs sector Involves too many 
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uncontrolled parame-J-ers. There are in ail 19 free pal-ameters 

I n the theol'y. If neutrinos are massive there should be 26. 

7. Ther<~ ,"-e sover-al quanniies in the modE' I I'lhlch aro arblt,-

I-ary and appoar to be unna'rurally s.o,d I. For example the ra-tio 

of the noutrlno masses (if non-zero) to other fermion masses, 

the ratio of fermion loasses to other Wand Z masses. 

8. Gravity is no'r included. 

2. GUTs 

These were partly motivated by the desire to constrain some 

of the quantities that are arbitrary at the level of the stand-

ard mode I. 

The basic Idea In a grand unified theory Is that If 

G aSU (3)xSU L(Z)xU (I) Is embedded in a larger underlying group s c y 

G then the additional symmetfles may reduce some of the arbltrarl-

ness of the s'randard mode I. A "-yp I ca I consequence of 

this embedding Is that the neW symmetry generators and their 

associated 9al1ge bosons involvB both flavour and colour. The 

new Interactions violate baryon number (B) and lepton number 

(l) conservation and can change a quark Into a lepi'on and vice 

verSa. The proton can decay. Sillce the proton fife time 

T >10 31 years 50 one requires the baryon Ilumber violating inter
p 

actions to be very weak. For models In which the proton can 

decay via the exchange of a single gauge boson X one needs 

mx>fo l4 GeV-IO I2 times larger tl.an ffiW or mZ ! An unfortunate 

consequence of such a value of mx Is that other eXperimentally 

observable consequences are practically not1--exlsi-ent. 
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If G Is simple which esseni"lall'y nl<3ilnS that It is not a 

direct product' of factor's like SU(3) or SU(2) or If it Is a 

direct product of identical simple groups related by discrete 

symmetr'fes, G 1138 only one gauge coup! log constant. 
S'jfM'let.'j 

2 2 For Q >m
X 

\·/here all,br'eoklng effeci's can be Ignor'ed fhen strong, ~/eok. 

elecfromagnetic and baryon number violafing interacfions al I 

look basically similar and ther'e is a single coupling consi'ant. 
? 

We know 1'hat for large Q~ the SU(3) and S~(2) coupling consfanfs 

decrease, more rapidly for SU(3) and the U(I) coupling constant 

increases, in typically logaritholic manner', It can transpl re 

that the three approach a common value 2 2 
at Q ~mX and a II types of 

ird'eractions merge into a gauge theory "Ith one overall coupling 

constant. Quar'l<s, leptons, antiquarks and ani'i leptons wi II all 

be fundamentally c,jmi lar. They can be placed In the same repre-

sentation of G. 2 2 
Only for Q cmX the SSB effects become important 

and tile running coupling constants become di fferent making the 

various observed interactIons appoar different at low energies. 

2 2 The values of the coupling constants measured at Q ~mW can 

be used in simpler models to predict mX' Since the coupling 
2 

constants differ widely at low energies and their Q variation 

Is only logarithmic, mX turns oui· j'o be very large. In the 

georgi-Glashow model, 14 for example, mX~IO GaV - the same scale 

needed to explain the approximate stability of the proton. , 

3. The SIH')) MOdel 28,51 

Since we want S~(3)xSU(2)x~(i) to be a subgroup of, G, the 

group G must have a minimum rank of 4. The simplest choice that 
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moets this I'oqull~ement Is SU(5), The unified model based on 

1 52 SI.9(5) vias proposed by G(lor'gi and Glasno'll , \'Ie study this 

model This 2 group has 5 '-~ I 

and gauging the group would mean Introducing 24 gauge fields. 

Eight of these will be Identified \'11th gluons and four with 

" Iv-, Z and y. Thus ther'e wou I d be 12 add I tiona I gauge fl e I ds 

leading 'ro nel'/ In'h,,'acilons. Thel~e I'/ouiel be one over'al I coupl-

I ng constant9o' 

If • is a multlplet,belonging to a SU(5) representation 

then the covarl an'l' derl vai'! ve I'll II be 

D JjJ "' (a + I,g G HJ 
~ lJ 0\1 

(8. I ) 

11he re 

lVe ,If II assume at least three basic fermion faml lies to 

exist, name I y 

U f d I ' 1I2d 21 
u

3 
d y \I e, e 

cIs I ' C25 2 , c,s3 ' " l,l1 1 

t I b I ' i' 2b;>, '~,)b7' V T 
_ J T 

As before, \'Ie consider' only one family. 

The SU(5) matrices villi act On a basic quintuplet which we 

take to consist of the three rlght-handeel colour components of 

a given quark flavour of the first family, cali them QI,q2,Q3 

plus the right-handed positron and electronlc-antlneutrlno: 

R ' c c 
'V ~ COIUIllN(ql,Q2,Q3,e ,-ve)R ~ 1< (8. 2 ) 
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This is bocHuso in tl.0 Weinberg-Salam model we pos"tulated the 

Je-:ft hancl(:;d doub!e-1" (;)I?)~ ~)inc(3 i-ho neui'r-jnos are leff polal--ized. 
\ ('. ~-

So '-[he (]n-rinol;-ir"irJo"; dn:! r-igh-i handed and ii-~J lep-J-on COtff/Janion 

The origin of the 

minus sign is explained in Appondix C, 

are 

The g(~ner'a-f'ors T ill "1-110 five~dim0nsiol1al representation 
I~ 

T I, ""\ t , I", (8.3) 

where "t/< can be \'II'i tOren dOI'ln as 5 x 5 matri ces us i ng -the genera I 

tensor representation discussed in Appendix C. vie number them 

such tha"t /< 01, ... ,8 corrospond to SU(3) maiTices and k"9, ... ,14 

correspond to SU(4) matrices. t l5 and t24 are chosen to be tho 
. . 5 I remaining two dlagorlal matrices 

-rhe diagonal matrices and, of course, all 24 are tl'aceless. Let 

us no1"e dO\'ln 1'15 I'lhich Is of i"mliledlate ini"er'est to us. (See 

Appendix C)' 

(8.4) 

As the 

eloc-Ir'omagneric field Vii II be onc of the G " the nenerator Tk l-H<', .:j 

associated wi-rh it- wi I! be t"he char'ge Q which then Vii II also be 

R c I App I led 'fO~) it \'Ii I! gi VB 3Q~ +Qo 0 0 or Qq"':'"3 I.e. 

Hence 
(8.5) 

As 1'10 want 1l1e Higgs fields 1"0 generate masses for d
l
,d

2
,d

3 
and for -rhe electron, Vie shal I also need the left-handed compo-
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nents for these fields. We must also introduce the u field 

which too acqui res a rna~;s. lhu5 We Ilave 1'0 consIder 15 operators, 

co jR q ,L I .L ," IL 
"I ,j ~. til °3 ~ 2 c' ( " 

R P I, l. L L 
u I u 2 u

j III 112 u, 
" 

e R a L L 
(0 I' 

Rc Lc Pc) 
v e e V 

Since five of these operators are In 1"he right-handed qUilltu-

plat we need a left-handed decuplat for the remaining fields. 

~'lIth "rhe quintuplet vie can 'Ii<ike an irr"educible ',en'-dlmenslonal 

representation of SU(5) obtained by making the antsymmetrized 

pl'oduct of two quintuplets. Calling 

the alltisymmetrized product is 

It has ten independent components. 

( 8 . 6) 

(8.7) 

The fi ,'S"r three Iji ,a~1 ,2,3 
a 

are B colour triplet. Hence ljiab for B,b-I,2,3 represents a 

product of two SU(3) triplets which decompose as 3x3-6+3. The 

sextuplet Is symmetric and the alltitriplet is antisymmetric. 

"rhus .ab for a,b-I,2,3 form an anticolour triplet. They have 

h 
2 

c arges -1 and therefore we may identify them with anti-u-quarks. 

\'Ie shall put 

( 8.8) 

since the" charge conjugate of a right-handed spinor is left-handed: 

c 
(~} ) L 
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2 No\'l lfia4 I'epresewrs a coloul' tripled l'ilth cllarge j- whi Ie 

~ is a colour trlfllot with charc,J0 Ya5 _ Henca \'Ie make the 

following Identification. 

( 8.9 ) 

~5 Is a colour singlet Gild ISospln sInglet with charge .1. 

Iden-J-ify it wii-h 8l. c , I.fl. lfi
4S

"'el. c 
Vie 

\'Ie -I-hus postulate Hie follm'!ing dncl'plwr 

0 c 
u 3 

.. - II c 
°1 "I 7. 

c 
0 c 

ci 2 
u 3 U I lI2 

lfiL 
1 c c ~ =,~, 

U 2 .. 'u 0 U
3 

d
3 - L .; 2 I (8. 10) 

0 c - U -u -u e I 2 3 

-d -d ~d _" c 
() -e I 2 _J 

L 

He now have the gauge invariant Lagrangian 

, - H{,/) '(' --f" £1 !::(. )" U .;. f q -) ,( ) 
a ~ aa' ~o lJK \( ad (S.ll) 

+ i -C b y
)1 {a /), I b ' -; i 9 G I (Tk) -bib I } L 'b I a ~I ao, a 0 )J '\ (J, a a 

The first term con-rains qener'ai-o;' maJrrices Cf
l

) ,In the five-
. < aa 

dimensional representation whl Ie the second contaIns the gflnera

tor matrices (Tk)ab,a1b' In -'-Iwi-an-dimensional representa-rloll. 

Now an jnfinl-~eslmal gauge i-r-arls]-orrnation on -I-he qlli n'{-lIp lei- Is 
given by 

(8. I Z) 

Hence the transformation Induced on the decuplet Is 

lfiab ~ t{(o ,+Ig IIk<T1 ) ,)[obb',·ig III (Tk)bb') aa 0 "< aa .-. 0 ( 

(8.13) 
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If we compilf~8 this wii-h tho tr·ansfol~mation 

, [\ " "('I') 'I IJ , '~( ;,;0 , + ! ( 11 , 1 ~ (j [) ;J () j Db I ,j 0' 1-;; h a b i (1 t [l I . ~ D f b t 

(T k ) a b , a ' b ' 0 H 0 a a I (T k ) b b' + 0 b b' (T k ) iJ a ' , .. <I a b' n k ) b a ' - Ii b a' (T k ) a b ' } 

(8. 14) 

~ (T) ,', 
ab 1'\ ab, a i b f 'f' arb I 

" 2 ~ (T) " 
"ab k aa' "a' b 

(8.15) 

This tel {~; us /10\'1 to opera-re with the ten~dlrnensional represen'ra-

i-ion of -ttle generators~ 

The Interaction of the fermion fields with the gauge fields 

Is containod In the covariant derivative tel'ms: it is 

-/- t 
'-I I< ,,, rk 

.. - 9 0 { RaY ,1 (''7-) a a I R i] , + Lab Y • (-::;-) a b , a ' b ' La' b I } G)1 k (8.16) 

The fields kDI ••.•• 8 are expected to describe the gluon fields. 

GiV6n the expression of T'5 we find in the frve-dimensional 

rep r'8sentat jon 

(8. 17) 

S8tti n9 G 
JJ , I 5 

e 
~. 3' (8. 18) 

\'1 hi ch fixes 
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The decup lei' part I'll II contr'l bute iile left"handed par'i' of 

the electromagnetic current so as to give the correct eleci'ro-

mogne-I-ic interactions of u,d and e, 1% Cdll I dellt I fy G 0ll \'Ii th 
1-' j t;. , 

Z , 
~ 

For the electron-neutrino sector tllis must fepl'oduce the 

required i'erm in the GSI'I model, i.e. Ii' must give 

'[. 

If we call Ti" fLyo,/ld3 X, \'Ie havo for' tho neutral char'ge T
Z 

(8. I 9) 

Since T r (T k Tk ,) "*okl'!' we have 

(8.20 ) 
or 

where 

Tal,i ng the tr'ace OV<l1 the qui ntup I"t 

(8.2 I ) 

The value of the \'Ielnber'g angle is thus fixod in the limit of 

exact symmetry, This is different from the GSW prediction where 

SSB was introduced. I n our case a I I coup ling constan,'s are equa I. 

Elabol'a're calculations \-lher0 the Q2 vilriai-ion of the cOllplin(] 
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1 J ~ k . i .28 cons -an ($ ar'G I a en In -0 accounT lead to values consistent 

with the GSW model. These calculations also indicate that the 

three coupl Il1g constants approacll a common value s-t energies of 

'VIO I5 GeV. 

The coupling of the gauge fields to fermion fields leads to 

the usual as wei I as some unusual vertices Involving quark-lepton 

-ITans I ti ons. Some processes al"O Indica-ted In (Fig.8.1) ",t the 

Bnd of this chapter. 

These Intel'ilFtions clear'ly Imply the insi-abilii-y of the 

proton since the following decays \'Iill be possible (B-L is cl?Il" 

served in this mod~I): 

+ _0 
p -r e 'IT I 

+ 
V 1T 1 e 

o n -). 'V 7f , etc. 
El 

31 
The massos of X end Y must be extremely large to keep ~ >10 p-

years. Proton decay processes are shol·Jn in (Fig.8.2). The Y 

propagator ~nters this diagram. 
-4 

The decay fate goes as m ,nd 
y 

the life time as m4. The Higgs mechanism mus-I- give very large 
y 

masses to X and Y in order to suppress these decays since these 

15 are estimated to be ~IO GeV. The Higgs mechanism should be 

carried out in two stages. Fi rst SU (5) is broken down 1-0 

SUU)xSU(2)xU(I) and conserves t-he rank of the group. A set of 

24 Higgs fields are required with non-zero VEV. The X and Y 

+ 
acquire mass but the gluons, W- Z A remain massless. A second 

, 1 11 
. + 0 

set of Higgs fields Is then Introduced to give masses to W-, Z . 

mX,Y sets the scale at which SU(5) is brol~en dOYln toSU(3)xSU L(2)xU (Il. 
c y 
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roSU U)xU (I) 
c 0~n), 

r'Hrl1ain~} rn(-)S~;18SS becd0se there is no r~oonl for a ,ight~-handGd 

tleui"rino. One way to in"troduce a 118utl·fno mass would be to 

incorporate an SU(5) singlet idenrified as v R The electl'ic 

charge is qUani-1zed since ·~he charge 811pears as a generator of 

SU(5). 

4. 28 Ol-her- Mode Is 

Besides SU(5)(vtl-rh several viH'icdions on Higgs strucrure) 

other groups have also been considered for grand unification. 

The most inreresrlng among rhem is SO(IO). This admi+s a 

16·-dimensional rept'eseni'ation which can aCGomoda'j-" all fonnions 

in il sing 10 faml I y and HlO rl ght---!landed floutl'l no un I I ko the 

SU(S) case where they are pllt in two different irreducible 

representa~ions. I j' allo\'ls mor'o thA" one symmetr'y breaki n9 

53 
scl19ine ~ the simples"l" of which is 

SO(IOhSU(5)+SLJ (3)xSlI
L

(Z)xU (IJ+SLJ (3)xLJ (I) 
eye o.m~ 

Patl and Salam
53 

have considerod B series of groups of tho 

form G ~ GSxG
w where G

S Bnd G\'I are identical strong and \'leak 

groups related by a discrete symmetry. An interesting special 

case is G" SLJ(4)xSU(4) \'Ihel'e hlelvB integl-ally charged quat-ks, 

four tlavou/'s wl-~h th!-ee colours each and four leptons are placed 

in a (4,4) representation. 
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(10\'/1l "1·0 anolhor one by Hiqgs fluIds which acquire an eXi-t-ornely 

largB VEV and give rise to super-heaVy vector mesons. TI,enrl,e 

latter gt'oup is br'oken down to a succeecilng one with anotllel~ set 

of Higgs fields which give rise to less heavy vector mesons. 

All these models predici- p,-o-ron decay. No GUT model con-

si dered so far is compe III ng. Gell'·Mann and [,amond Clnd S I ansk y53 

flave carried OU'~ an oxtOI1S/VO study cf -/'he v~rious possible 

candidates for grand unification. 

The baryon non-conservation pre~lcted by GUTs finds Cl very 

important application in cosmology, nClmely, in the explanation 
1""4 

of the baryon asymmetry of the universe~. GUTs can account for 

the sma-II baryon '1-0 piloi-on r-"dio (10- 9 ) of 'j-he univol-se. TIley 

can provide a mec/lanism by whicIl baryon asymmei-ry cnll bo dynaIIJj·· 

cally induced starting out !,'}ii-h 0 syrnrrl{=.d-rio univorsH. 

There are, however', 5"1'i II rflanyunsatisfaci"or'y fea-rures of 

GUTs: 

i) They do not provide an explanation of the origin of 

families. 

iiI Gauge boson masses Jump from 10
2 to 10 14 GeV with no·rh

jog in"·betvJeHM. 

iii) The theories contain saveral f,-ee pal'ame-j-ers. 

Iv) Gravity Is noi- Included. 
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A!reddy we ure ·tillking abou·j· a-t loast 74 basic ferlnion 

The quasi'ion of uni fication of strot19, weak 811d eiectro-

magnetic ini"eraction I'lith ~H'avi'ty hinges on supersyrrllnei-ry and 
qi, 

superg(-avity theorie:,tJ'\'/hich s--:-'-':lf~-red from tho at"\-empi" .at deeply 

correlating and unifying fermion and boson fields, are being 

developed and point out to a possible superuni fication of the 

forces of nature bringing into the picture gravi10ns and perhaps 

masseless spin - ~ particles. 
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CHfiPTER 9 

NEUlFilNO MP,SS[S I\I~O THE GUH;~f,rION PHOfl101 
." '---"-----"- ----.- ----~-.------ - .. - -.-~ ,-, , .. _- --,"--.. ~' 

In the last chapter we discuss. ~UT models. '!Ie noted that 

none of- ihern j s compe II j n<). Further, the models neither explain 

-I-he r-epitition a/' families no( seen) to restTici- their number. 

The only tlHlorwi-iGai clue comes from QCD where lhe exper-irneni"ally 

supported asymptotic freedom can be ensul"ed by restricting the 

number of quark generations to eight_ Combined with the aestheti-

ca I I Y appea Ii n9 j dea of lepton-quark syrnmetr"y \'/e are restr-j cted 

to eight lepton fami lies. This lack of handle on the number of 

lepton or ~quivalently neutrino types has been freely exploited 

in the literature in a bid to build various GUT mOdels 57 • ile 

v/i sh to ar"glle h(-H'e ttli'd" a I-rhough sllch a pri vi ledge canno-I" be 

rUled out -rhe validity of slich models is highly dubiolJs. Our 

al'guements d!"al'i upon plausibi I j-ry and nai'uralness. 

The experi meni-a I I j III I t on the number' of neweri no types Is 

58 f ZO , ar'ound 20 • These corne f I'orn the 1'/ i d-l-h 0 - " Gecay. Cosrnologi-

. 59 cal considerai-ions limit i'hls [Jumbe!" i-a between three and SIX • 

These I imits are derived in the big bang theory - the so-cal led 

54 
standard model of cosmology According to the big bang theory 

the He I i urn and Deuteri um contents of ste I I ar objects are Gssen-

tially primor'dial in origin. These contents are reasonably I'/ell 

known and each neutrino type contributes a certain amount to the 

formation of these elements in the eal'ly history of the universe. 
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Here, we have an example of the interface between cosmology 

BIld par-ticle ptlysics. We llAve a very ilOpol-tant caSe of cosmolo-

~J j (: <J I (~() n s -i- (a i n t ~> pro vi dill ~j 0 I j mit cd- ion 011 mo del b LJ i I din 9 l n 

p'::"I(i"icle phy:=;jc::.~. lhu CO~:iflloI09ical considorations pr'ovide afur-~ 

ther hard bound on tho sum of the nelltrino masses of tho light 

60 
"rype It says that Em < 50AV, 

\I <" 
The summation cOllnts light 

IlGu-rrl nos of- ma-:)ses loss "rhan one f'.r1eV~ I·f ·I-he neutrino of ahlghel" 

genf-) la-l-! (XI has a mass gre3"i'el~ -t'han ono ~,1eV it cOU I d poss i b Iy be argued to be 

consistent wi1h observation through i ts 61 r; 
do cays 

We wish to arguo that minimal loft-right symmetric GUTs must 

provide soma neutrinos in the forbidden range 50eV - I MeV unless 

the number of generations is limited, Any attempt to escape this 

conclusion would entai I rediculous fine tuning of quark masses, 

In GUT models I1Butrino maSSBS can be introduced through the 

Dirac mass term and through Majorana Inass terms. Upon diagonall-

za"!'!on of tt)D mass matrix i"he Oi rae mass tel'ffi induces a further 

Majorana mass term. In -rhe class of models \'1<3 shall consider, 

"rhe neutrino ma'5S term, in i-ho final analysis is the difference 

of t\'lO terms - tile Majorana mass and the Induced MaJorana mass. 

We shel I see that bo·th contributions can be estimated. Appendix 

D is devoted to the Dirac and Majorana masses and the reader is 

A few words about the choice of models to be considered are 

in at-del' here, \'Ie do not consider SU(5), ,\1inirnal SU(5) is 

50 already not consistent with proton decay Non-minimal SU(5) 

11as no Besthei-ic appeal and offers no appealing reason at all to 

'·_-·-x"n;ese"bollnds' 81'<) derived by considering the matter content 
of ti,e universe. Higher mass f.eutrinos decouple much earl ier 
from the initial cosmic soup and are not expected to affect the 
~orlsiderations leading to ttlG above boun(l. 
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be con::"i dH!""ed '" 

In addl'" 

it ';IGr"e a subgr"oup of 2l lar"ger group like $0(10), for example. 

For" definitoness, 1'10 shall consiLier" a "/"1'10 step IJI"oaking of 

minirrw! SO(10);2il,53 

(9. I ) 

This schema is attractiva for tha massive noutrinos have a natur-

al place her-e in the 16""dirnenslonal represontation along \"lith 

i-he fiftoen basic quar-I,s and loptons of one fami Iy which l'Iero 

forCHd irdo a 5-;10 of SIJ(5) in the las-I- chap"ho,r. Flirt-hel" left-

right symr(Jetr-y is rnaintained upto a CHI"tain levi'll - a possibility 

,lot allOl"l8d in SU(5). SO(IO) could have been broken via SU(5) 

but tllis pa-th leads to V81"y low neutrino masses and would not 

91ve U5 any llS8fui inforwation. And, mOI-e Important-Iy, ther"e i:; 

no r'ci.ll rrro-tivation for' such a f'oute to be followed. I'le th us 

res-i-rict our"s"lves to H,e aesthetically appealing lef-J--r-ight 

symmetric models. We would ge"t the same results if we had used 
5Yt.·y~{('y 

a similal" brBal<ing of SU(16). 1-;- is rea I Iy He second"bl"eaki ng 

scale ffiR w~licfl is tile cruciol scale for tile pr'esent considera-

~" J Ions. 

We stated befor"e ttlat the 'leutl~irlo mass has two sources 62 , 

The Major"ana mass m (v) depends on various parametors - the Higgs a 
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118\(i5 and 1-1101 r Yul~awil coufll ir!gs and has been argued to have a 

I'na-I-lira II' va I lie of IO::IeV ior "II fdlfri/ies. 

The induced mass of 1"ile li'Jllt n8uiTIno mb(v) is I'elated to 

m(q) in -rho ~:;ame fami Iy by the relai'ien: 

(9.2) 

\~here mR Is the second symme"rry breaking scale.* This relatiotl 

sutfere corrections if higher dimensional Higgs fields are used, 

e. g. il 126 of SO(IO). These corrections are large for the 

lower families but are insignificant lor' the higher generations. 

1"0 be a reasonable result. 

mb(v) Is negligible for the lower generations but can become 

substant1al, oven domirlant, for tflO higher ones as i-he quarl< 

masses rise rapidly, unless tile quark mass spectrum becomes 1"-

expllcabi Iy de(Jenel'ai'e. 

NOI'I, firs i- of a I I , we note thai' eqUCl'ri on (9.2) gives an up-

'" m(v)~50elf per I i In i i- lo q lie) t-k fn,?j5Ses. r' (' r -f h j s 'rake mb(vl", <oos-
moiogic,.,1 bound), We that 14 

GeV mos-r. \'Ie then kn 01'1 iIlR%IO of 

find m (highest quark) %2TeV. Thus if B quark heavier than say 

a few TeV wefe ever to be found that would be the end of either 

GUT models ~e are examining or big bang cosmology. One such 
-''"--~~--..",...----~---<------.. 

Win Appendix 0 It wi I I be argued that the denominator of 
equation (9.2) is acl'ually the mass of ",he right handed neu"rrlno. 
Since this mass can be generated at the second symmetry breaking 
stage it is expected to be '" m

R 
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quark, would, by Itself violate the cosmological bound on neu-

t r-! no rn8:;SQS. 

Before comi ng -to -tIle 63 exporiment which 

predicts a lower" bound of IOeV for tho eloctron neutrillO ~ass 
tOliji.ct(YlJ.:-€ (~.j~1 

90%, and 1>0"1"5 nl" between 2'JeV and 40eV wi"l"h reasonab I e con-
,. V" 

wirh 

fidence let us consitlorihe follo\-ling, somel-Ihat hypotho")-ical 

situation. 

Le"l" III %0. This implies i"hat m (v)::;; 0 for all generations. ve . 0 
o 

This in "j"urn Implies "l'ha1" m <GO. No\'l "l"he top (Iuar'k is expected 
v It " 2 q 

"1"0 be '" 50 GeV. Hence I"Il (v ) :i;.2 S,.::'s.L9';1O. 25 xI0- 30V. This leaves 
b T 1014 

us abou"I" "1"'.'10 orders below "l"he cosmological bound. Now, one knows 

"l"hat there is no way to lower this bound by "l"hat much. So \'Ie 

are strongly temp"l"ed to bel ieve tha"l" a fourth quark in "l"he TeV 

range should appear so that the correspondi~g neutrino would be 

in "l"he eV range. Such a scenario wi 1/ be welcome In certal n 
,~ 7 

models which l'Iol-k with four fami I ies~ _ In such a scheme more 

quarks could be in"rn)duced bah/een 'I"he 100 GeV - 1 ToV range. 

Such a quar'k spectrum ~IOU I d appear qui i"e lInnatul-a I if we Induct 

mora than one or two quarks in such a range. Thus even such a 

scheme would be una"l"tractlvB if say more than six quarks are to 

be fiHed. It is clear thal such a scenario \'iOlild most nai"urally 

accomodate four quarks. Bul, then, the burden shifts to finding 

ioopholes in the Russian experiment and "l"hey are hard to find. 

Le"l" us now concentrate o~ the realistic sltualion created by 

this fairly reliable experiment. 
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This experl,," 

010nt i s mc-~;:)c;tlr'l ng rn ai'ld no-l- (Il{ , a ) It wOllld Imply an rna around 

the above value "for cd I "rami lies. [lid" "Hl<iln m would also bo In 
\' 11 

"rhe abov," l'angEl, The cosmologi cal bound clearly rules owl" the 

tlppe t' bound. I"r rules oui" tho 10\'101' bound as \'Iell. Tl'lls \-Iould 

'v 'U 
givo m 'Urn 'U 250V. 

ve ')}.l 
rhese t\'lO neutrinos saturato tho bound. 

Tills means that u
T 

mllst be masslBss. Thus ma and mb must cancel 

out for u. But this would nBed a mass 'U I TeV for the top quark. 
T 

This 15 well above "rhe expected mass of 40 GoY "for the top quark. 

By assuming that the m 's are slightly dlfforent I.B. by playing a " 

with tho varIous Yukawa couplings we can bring the requirement of 

m (u) "{"o be of i"11O ordel' of an Glecrr"on vol"!" which can then be a '( 

made to cancel mb(u
T
). Thus with some difflcul-ry -rhe v

T 
can be 

accomodated wi-rhin the bound. in othel' \'lords i-ho 101'l0r bound of 

m ~ 25eV can bo made cOllslstant with the exls-renco of three 
uo 

fami lies. \'Ie conclude "(hal "rho Russian experiment and left 

right symmei-r";t models and the cosmological bounds can all be 

accep"fab Ie provided "rlwro ar(') "j"hree generations only. Any further" 

quark would come In by a very artificial tuning of Its mass so 

-{"hat "I"ho cOI'respondlng newi.,-; no will no"r coniTlbute to the bound. 

The experiment tel Is LIS -rhat the 90% confidence level bound 

Is only IOoV. It \'Ie sccepi" i"his value lhen our Cltgument 

sugges"rs that Up to six farnllies can be sneaked In with the slxi'h 

neu"!"rlno massless. The -rap most qllark \'Iould have a mass of about 

I TeV accordi ng to equati on (9.2). 
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\'Ie carl now ask the foIIO'.,/i ng ques·l-ion. How can we construct 

left-right symmetric GUTs with more than three quarks. One way, 

as we have seerl above is ·to arlpeal to tl18 floar dogeneracy of 

quar'l<. masses of the hi9hDr" gefleral-ion plus some adju51-ments of 

various Yukawa couplings. A simpler' and more acceptable way in 

our opiniorl Is to appeal to the slight uncertainty in the 

oxperirneni'al result. Suppose \'Ie I'lant to have fOUl' fami I I es. 

lhen we can set m (v) ~ I 'leV" m for the f i rs'r '.rhree generat Ions. a v 

No unllatural adjustments of the previous paragraph are required 

for this. For the fourth quark rna musi' cance I "\ So that the 

quarl< mass must be'" 1.3 TeV. Further quarks get in on I y I f the 

quark mass spectrum becomes degenorate. 

The message from our analysis is clear. If the current 

estimate of mve Is /'easonable then only thl'ee or four families 

could be fitted in a left right symmetric GUT broken in two 

steps. If the experimental bound is relClxed -rhen may be six 

generations can be squeezed in. The larger the number of genera-

'ri ons the less na-rUI'a Ily they can be brought in. 

Thus if we do not stretch the GUT models too far, they bring 

us to the same conclusion as the cosmological ones, namely. we 

should expect three to four generations only.- far below the 

theoretical bound of eight and the experimental bound of 20. I'/e 

thus see no justification in proposing GUT modelS employing 

eight families, for example, 

I'lhereas the experi menta I search fat' qUBl'ks in the TeV range 

is sti II a far cry, it would be very l'Iort.hwhi Ie to re1'ine the 
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the Gxperimental data all the electron neutrino mass. This 

information alone may de'~8rmine tile fate of GU-rs as wei I as big 

bang cosmOlogy. 
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CONCLUD I NG RE~1AHKS 

\'/e have come a long \'I£ly discussing gauge theories. The 

sllccessos of the thl30ry al'O Impro,;,;ivo, Indl3ecl. Hovlovor, the 

v~ry promise °iohls theory holds towards an unravelling of Nature 

makes it meaningful to ask questiollS which one would not have 

dared to ask only a few years ago. Some of these are: 

I. I'/hy does Naioure employ both quarks and leptons with leptons 

having no role to play In stl'ong interactions? Why does each 

family of leptons come \'Ilo'oh at least three families of quarks? 

Why are there so many basic lepton and quark fields when we 

believe °l-hat Nature works economically and 11l10 ellIgently? Are 

they really elementary? 

2, Why does Nature employ two statistics? Is there a deeper 

boson-fermion symmetry? 

3. i/hat are the HIggs? Heaall Hat He Higgs sector' is the 

most troublesome part of any gauge theory and yet we need these 

Higgs. Are the Higgs composite objects? 

4. vlhere does gravi"ry fit Into the genet'al scenario? 

The above ques"Hons lead us Illto 1"l1e aroeas of studies current-

Iy under Intense InVestigation. These are the composite modals 

of quarkS and lopi-ons "> the so called preonlc theories, supersym-

° 55 56 
metry and supergravlty , Our present stUdies nai"urally motl-

vate us to explore some of these fields In the future. 

Coming back to what \'Ie have done we can conclude that two 

parameter"s would playa very crucial role In deciding -rhe fate of 
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the gauge theory models. These are the proton decay lIfe-tIme 

and tile mass of the electron neutrino. If the experiments can 

push the proton Ii fe"f'lme fUi",'l,cr by a few order's of magnitude 

then perhapsal I existing GUT models would be In severe dlffl-

culty. I f v mass or III 'faci' ilny oi'her e 11gh'/- neutrino mass falls 

In the range 50eV to I MeV tl,en a major conflict would ari S8 

between GUTs and big bang cosmology. A conflict between two 

theorIes we belIeve to be correct, would be a certaIn signal 

that we are miSSing somethIng deep somewhere. 

FInally. we wIsh to humbly acknowledge that even wIthin the 

programme we have carried out we have been forced to admIt major 

gaps due to the fact tha'/- we had only half a year to complete 

these stUdies. These ar'eas include, for example, a critical study 

of group theory. renormallzation group techniques and a sounder 

understandIng of low energy phenomenology In partIcle physics. 

These three areas would form the immedIate fIelds of our future 

studIes. 
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APPENDIX A 

fl c" I, 

The electronic charge - -e,e>O 

"he metric tensor 9 has components 
' p\) 

9 • - 9 "- 9 • - R • 
00 I I 22, '33 

9 "0 ,.,1\1 
~\1 " 

(A. I ) 

Contravariant and covariant four-vectors are defined res-

pectively as 

, 

o ., 
), A -(A,"A) 

\1 

v summed over 

The sca I ar product of i'\;O four-vectors Is 

(A.2 ) 

(A. 3) 

(A. 4 ) 

For simplicity of notation j'he 1'ollo\;lng symbols are used 

in the text wherever no confusion arises. 

A lepton field o/t (x) is \'/1' I 'nen as t 

A neuiT i no field 0/ (x) is written as \)t \19, 

A quark field 0/ (x) is wri tten as q q 
A field 1Ji destroys 'I'he par'I-icle and creates the antiparticle. 

A sul"rable collection of lefl (I'ighi') handed fermion fields 

vii II be donoted by 1.,\\ ('\\R)' For examp I 0 
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(Subscript 

In L& may bo deloted whonevor" 110 confusion arises) Dnd 

9. f{ In * ( I .~ Y _ ) fL i s a r' i ~J h t·~ h 0 n d C} d ! e I,) ton :) i n U" I l3 t . . 5 

The -rraco and dO-j-onnl nan-r of a matrl x A aro cloho-red as T rA 
and det A respectively. 

APPENDIX 13 

The Dirac equation is 

The y-matrlces satisfy the conditions 

r 11 Vj c-2 \IV ~y ,y _,_ --9 

J! i-o )1 0 
I ", Y Y 

(8. I ) 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

The y-matrlces may bo put in terms of the Paull matrices 

(0 J ) o~ i 
10 I-eO) (I, " , (J 2 -- (i 0) , () :s " (0 .- I ) tlrtd .- ° I I 0 (8.4) 

0 (I 0) k ( 0 01<) 
1,2,:5 as y ~ 

" k " 0-1 --(I 0 I 

k 
(13.5) 

5 . 0 f 2:S 0 I De fI n I n 9 y 0 I y , y y 0 (, 0) (8.6) 

Then y5 has tile properties 
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(B.71 

sely as listed In Appendix A of rEclTer<,"nce 21. 

Note that for zero mass particles (m-O) tile hel Icity projec-

tion operators are 

( B. 8) 

APPENDIX C 

ESSENTIALS OF SU(N) GROUPS 
--~. --~---~"~:--~~.~~~,-~~~--,~---

Particles may fal I into multiplets forming representations 

of SUIN)- the group isomorphic to that of NxN unitary unimodular 

matr! ces W+u = I and det U ~ I) The cond! <c I on det U" I sing le5 

out a cOllnected subgroup of the group of matrices. The requlre-

+ . I men;- U U" Insures that tho norms of partlcl(~ states are preser-

'lied under the gr<oup transformations. 

2 
A general NxN mai-rlx has 2N arbltt'al-y I'eal parameters. 

+ 2 
The requl rernent u U =! Imposes N conditions and det U" I imposes 

one condition. Hence SU(N) has N
2

_ I generators T obeying 

" 

An arbitrary infinitesimal element of the group Is 

(C.2) 
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Tilo slnalles'e non"'iTlvlal In"edllclble r'epresenta"l"lon (tho funda-

11" 3 n t a I r' e pre S G n t a .,. I 0") I~; 0 f d I '"8 n s ion a II t y N Il Y d 8 fin I t· ion. 

rl1er"0 always oxlsis -the adjuill-! l'opt8sorlta-~lon Whose (Iimerlslona~ 

Ilty equals the numbor of gonal'ators with 

(T) "-Ii' 
" 0y (<fly 

(e ,3) 

Tho possible dlmenslonalltles of athol' representations depend on 

N, 

Experimental evidence suggosts that ·the nucleons and 1f-me-

sons may be grouped Ini"<l tho following Illuli"iplets, 

N"(P),n 
1/ 

'IT 
I 

" ("2) 

"3 

(e.4 ) 

1 0 
where the observed pions n:l ~12 (',1

1
2:1'° 2 ) and 'iT ~ 113' Members of 

each multiplet have nearly equal masses and the small mass differ"-

ences can be thought of as due to electromagnetic corrections. 

Apart from these corrections, systems of nucleons and pions are 

Invat"lant under matrix transformations representing the SU(2) 

9rouP 
N''''N+6N oN ~ ''" 1(0 T N , 

« « 
(C. 5) 

n+'[f+OlT 0'" :0: .cO 100 T 1f , 
(j. Cl 

where~) are arbli-rary Infinitesimal real number's and the cornpo~ 
" 

nen-rs of Isospin T (,,'"1,2,3) are the generators of SU(2) obeying 

" 
tho commutation relations [1' T]"is T . a' '0' (dly y (e. 6) 
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The 'Iucleon doublet forms a basis for a two-dimensional 
rep resen h)'c Ion In I'lhlch 21 is r'ep.'esented by 2x2 Piluli matrl,

Ct 
cos 1" 

fI. 

and (C.7J 

The v-moson triplet forms a basis for a three-dimensional 

i r re d u c I b I e r'e p re sen tat Ion 

(1) ~,-' 
[J. By 1~«Sy 

(T TI) ~ (T ) Q 1T, ~+ I (; Q Tf 
m e « ~y y [J.~y y 

I . e • O'H :.~~. i E: u) 1( 
(l mSy 0, y 

or (C. 8 ) 

The representation 3 Is special, in tha'c its dimensionality 

equals the number of generators and that the matrix representa-

tlon of T is obtainable dlreC'j'ly from the structure constallts (I, 

(; 
(<fly. It Is called i'he adjoint repr'f!scrl'i'anon. O1'hol- i rreduci.-

ble repr'esentil'I'lonSof SU(2) at'efamiliar from 'che theory of 

angular momentum. Their possible dlmensionallties are 2T+1 

The adjoint represontatlon can also be ropresen'ted In an 

al'ternai-ive form as follows: 

I f x1 (1"1,2) tr'ansforms as 2, I.e. 

Ilx I' ~ ~ } (0 ('f ) .. X, 
0: O:IJ.J 
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Then y (,,~,J,2,.3) which 
(Y. 

re-
·tt'ansior/os as 3 may beApreson'~ed as 

'1"--- -r. 
y "Xlx"·h·(~)i·x. 

a a '! ~ J.J 

01' 
(C, 9) 

To check this we compute &y 
(1 

oy 
(1 

"I' .l 

-(ax T x)+(x'T ox) 
(1 C( 

as requit'EJd 

Nex'r consldel' the some~IIHd- unfamIliar idea of 'rhe complex 

conjugate representatIon. Since N transforms as 

N .... N I • UN 
(c. 10) 

* Thus N also generates a representatIon of SU(2) In terms of the 

matrices U* (In field theory p designates a field that destroys 

x-a proton and creates an antiproton and p Is an adjoint flBld 

creating a proton and destroying an antiproton), For SU(2) the 

complex conjugate representation Is equivalent (not Identical) 

to the representation having 1he spillor N as the basis. Equlval-

ence Implies that a matrIx S exists such that 

u " SU*S'-I (C. I I ) 

USing i'he Infinitesimal version of U we have 
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For equivalence all \'Ie need Is 

(C.I2) 

\'Ilth T 
I 

matrIx. 1"hen the splnor N wiih 
c 

(c. I 3) 

"ITanS forms I dGni"1 ca I I Y to N: 

(c. 14) 

3. StH';) 
-+~~---

The gi"OUP SUD) has elUhi" generators T ((J.~lt ... ,8) l'Ii"J"h 
a " 

[ T Tl~lf T (C.15) (t'll o;Sy y 

Ylher"e f "are real and totally antisyrnmGtric in (;,S,y. The «By 

fUndamenta I representa-J-Ion 3 and -rhe genOr"a-J"ors In "'"h i s al'e 

T ,,*), p, a,'e 3x3 tf"ace less hermi or! an mat,"1 ces. They act on a \y, (V, 

basIs vectors of the form 

(c. 16) 

An infinitesimal element of the Uroup is represented by the 

"rransformatlon x, "SX with S"I··J. (,j A \',here", a,'e r"Bal infinl-
2 « « '" 

tes i ma I paramBi"e,"s. A set of matrices A satlsfyirlg the above " . 
commutation relations are 
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II . ", , 7. 

(c. 17) 

(

0 
() 

I 
) A f' 

,J ° ° ) ° , 
I 0 

By construc'rloll 'rhe flrsj' 'l'hr'oe ar'e isospln general'ors, H18 

last one which is diagonal anci commutes wi1'h isospin Is Idenfl~ 

fled wli'h\nr)" Those are called Gell·-Mann matl'lces and are 

generaf.jza-l'lol1s of 'j-he Paull matrices. The str'ucj'ul'e con51'ol11'5 

f D Cilll be co/cu/ated by explicit commutation of A. They are exPy ex 

of course, i-hG same for any rept~esf-)ni·c:d·ion. 

A4 , A5 form two members of another set of Pauli-i ike matrices 

<Cal/ed U spin) ",nd so do A6 and A) (V-spin). The missing member 

In each case can be obtained from the commutations and expresed 

as appropriate linear combinations of A3 and A8 giving two otller 

useful equivalent sej's. 

The dimenSionality of SU(3) irredUcible representations 

depend on twa positive Integors n, und n and are gIven by 

o (m,n) " J, (n+ I) (rn+ I) (0+1'11+2) (C .1 8 ) 

The representations (m,n) ilnd (n , m) hClve the sarno dlmonsionallty. 

Some i'yplcal repr'escn1'atlons 

D(I,a)-3, D(I,I)-B, 0(2,0)-6, 0(3,0)-10 

D(I,/) corresponds to the adjoint representation wIth 
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\ 

(T) "·-If 
(i 0'1 (iily (C. 19) 

"fhe cornplcx coiljugote (8p(osontation Is dJ~)tjnct. 0.g. 3-X' Is 

di~?-i-!nct fr"c;1"I1 ~). lhj~, Cdt} 1)(~ seen )((Or"O -I--he simple fact 'I-h(d~ 

"1"1161'<) is no S such that S),S'-I" '".).* for- all A and "("he ., "1>.* 

genel'a1"es an Indep<)ndent Sel" of r-epresentatlon matrices. 

~r wQulri llave i"he sallle eigenvalues. 5 

If an 

This 

For- the sako o·f· compJo'rGnGss, lot us mention one lIsHf-ul s8-1-

of generators Used extensively by Okubo. One defines a set of 

nIne real traceless 

(I,j,m,B " I,2,J), 

matrices A~ with matrIx elements 
J 

(A})e<B
U 6Ia8ji~&iJ&BB 

I I h ' I d de' A I "A 2 'A11i On Y H 9 ',are n epen en", SlnCH I' 2' :5 

i"j on ru les ar'e Ilas I Iy compufed to be 

(C.20) 

The commut a-

The correspondence with T can be worked out. The above repre
" 

5en18tlon can he "taken OVBr to SU(NI groups by replacing 
I 

·· .. FJ in equa'riN' (C.20) and I(~tnng the Indices I'un from I 10 N. 

In the Gel'··Mann Scheme the basIc triplet Is Identified 

with the quarks -

(C.22) 

Isospin and hypercharge are defined as 

(C.23) 
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l'O( quarks. 

d i ,_J:J (() I U :;. "> i ) 1 

I 
""S) 

l\f'f'l:f'iDIX D 

MAJORANA AND DIRAC MASSES 

Since fer"mlo(1 tl!JID/lsr viola"tlons ar0 per-mlt,t-ed in GUTs, -two 

kInds of neU"i-i"ltlO fj){)S~; -l-(~(r{js cnn b9 introduced. ~'/e"f Ilusi"rai"e 

"rhis \"I/"I"h "I"he ex,""iljllo of ono ramlly: (v
e 

e)L '"V
R

' uri 

we hov(') -I--ho u:;ua! Dlr"c'c flli:1SS i-tJ,rlfl mfJvL"R'-.t,.nt:'.:.-("mLtio.nC{)hjtJ.9(~t-e.tet-rrt 

to rom : 

T 
"(1\ 

(D. I ) 

(0.2) 

Tho rI,1()jO(aJld 'l'c'rrrl can be I n"frOdUCGcI f Id"o thH Lagrungi an as a 

'''H"'' tBI"lil ,;Ince \JI~ I" a slng!t>"i" under SI)(2) xU(I) or" olse from 

tho ¥ukawa cOIJplings to a singlet lilg9s field. Note that 

\J :;,! 

I.,R 
o 
'I R \I 

~ , CD.3) 



whnr'o \) IS (j -four" compo'H_:~nt fiold, annIhIlate L Dod r,~ neu'rt~fnos 

c 
v L , I_~ (D. 4) 

a'r'c fepi-on and fonnion numbor's by -h/o untts. 

By ,'odefinlilg phases of tho fields we can take m
D 

and m
M 

to 

with 

In i"fw LIS unl Cd"C) InM " 0, \'Ie 1 dent 1 ty \J as fhe 

C stare. If rno 'o 0 and rn~'1;1 (J one rnust regard (vL,\JL) 

(fJ.5) 

mass elgen .. 

C 
and (\JH,\JR) 

Cl', pair's of InciepBndell'f left and r'ight··handed fields. Ll ne a r 
~. - > 

combina-j-iollS wli"h definite mass but not definite lepton numbers 

mus'l" be chosen to ell 8g01l,Jll ze i"lle mass matrix. For one fami ly 

the most general mass matrix is 

dtl d 

~ .L In 
2 D 

S i:l: m 
M 

~C C el8~etlts are equal because \JL\J
R 

• \JL\JR' The 

It can be ini-roduced 'rhrough a Hi~9)S trlplet(P
1

, P2' P3)' Then 

the Yukawa coupling (;;t.eL) (:t.p) (::c will contain -rhe ~Iajorana 
'I'orm a pI'ov!ded <Pl>ofO. It I'/iliR violate lepton number' by -t'wo 
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